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Paper bleached with chlorine compounds creates toxic organochlorine by­
products, including dioxin, which causes cancer and reproductive, immune 
and developmental problems. The pulp and paper industry is not the only, 
or even the largest, source of dioxins. But it is a significant source, and 
eliminating dioxin releases from this industry is relatively easy: it's a matter 
of taking all chlorine compounds out of the bleaching process. 
Many pulp and paper mills in Europe have already implemented chlorine-
free technologies, but U.S. industry is reluctant to invest in these 
technologies. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency recently finalized 
regulations for pulp and paper mills which will reduce, but not eliminate, 
dioxin releases. Pushing EPA for a stronger rule making is one way to change 
the U.S. pulp and paper industry's use of chlorine bleaching. But a more 
powerful way may be through pressure on the industry from consumers. If 
paper consumers demand chlorine-free paper, the industry will invest in the 
technologies to make it. 
This project is a component of the chlorine-free paper campaign of the Clark 
Fork-Pend Oreille Coalition. It consists of a Web presentation which describes 
the problems with chlorine bleaching of paper, alternative technologies 
available, and what people can do to help get chlorine out of the pulp and 
paper industry and dioxin out of the environment. The Web presentation 
also includes a list the chlorine-free and unbleached papers currently 
available in North America. The goal of this project and the campaign it is a 
part of is to create consumer pressure to influence the pulp and paper 
industry to eliminate all chlorine-based bleaching. 
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Introduction 
Since the turn of the century we have unknowingly poisoned our air, 
water, food, and our own bodies with chemicals so toxic that even the 
smallest amounts detectable by modern science are dangerous. These poisons 
come from such seemingly clean and harmless things as making white paper 
and disposing of our trash and medical wastes by incineration. 
These wide-spread poisons are actually a group of similar chemicals, 
which include members of several chemical groups: the dioxins, furans and 
PCBs. (For simplicity, the rest of this paper will use "dioxin" to refer to 
dioxins, furans and PCBs). Dioxin first caught the attention of scientists in the 
1930's, when cable haulers developed a skin disorder later called chloracne 
(PSR 1994,10) that was later traced to PCBs. But it wasn't until 1994, when the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) released a "reassessment" of 
dioxin (EPA 1994a-f), that the body research of research on dioxin came 
together. The picture that emerged was a sobering one: Dioxin is found in 
air, soil and water in every part of the world. It is one of the most toxic 
chemicals known, and the current level of exposure in the U.S. population is 
so close to levels that cause adverse effects in laboratory animals that it is 
unlikely that any additional dose could be considered safe (EPA 1994f). 
Yet EPA is only taking small steps to eliminate known sources of 
dioxin. For instance, EPA's recent "Cluster Rules" for pulp and paper mills— 
identified as a significant dioxin source—allows U.S. mills to use "elemental 
chlorine-free" (ECF) bleaching (EPA 1998). ECF is a misleading name, because 
it merely substitutes one form of chlorine—chlorine dioxide—for another 
form—chlorine gas. This substitution will reduce dioxin formation at pulp 
and paper mills, but will not eliminate it. EPA did this even though their 
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own data shows that no amount of this chemical is safe. Tiny amounts of 
dioxin, which is persistent and biaccumulative, will build up in the food 
chain over time, causing serious problems for both wildlife and human 
health (Moses, 1996, 2). 
The EPA developed this lenient rule because totally chlorine-free (TCP) 
technology for pulp and paper mills has not been adequately tried in this 
country. Yet worldwide over 60 of the most common type of pulp mill—the 
kraft method—now successfully use TCP bleaching. Why did the EPA allow 
industry to invest in a technology change that doesn't protect the 
enviroiunent and public health from dioxin? This rule requires significant 
investment in a technology that is not a stepping stone to TCP bleaching, and 
therefore will ultimately make the industry more resistant to switching to 
TCP. Some say EPA had intense pressure from the pulp and paper industry. 
And why is the pulp and paper industry so resistant to changing to TCP 
technology? Industry says it costs too much to switch to TCP than to ECP. But 
expensive technology is often adopted by industry when it appears likely to 
increase profit. This is where the consumer comes into the picture: if 
consumers show a preference for chlorine-free paper, the industry will make 
it. Mills are now making important decisions about whether to: 1) invest in 
the cluster rules' minimum ECP technology; 2) go beyond ECP to the 
intermediate step of ECP with oxygen delignification; or 3) adopt TCP 
technology. This is a critical time for consumers to voice their preference. 
Unfortunately, today most people in the U.S. know very little about 
dioxin, and less about how their paper choice can help eliminate it. How can 
we address the lack of forward-looking regulatory response and a resistance to 
change in industry, if most of us are not even past the problem-recognition 
stage? Many organizers believe that the way to make change is from the 
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bottom up: educate citizens to ask for the change. 
The Clark Fork-Pend Oreille Coalition in Missoula, Montana, has a 
"Reach for Unbleached" campaign to educate consumers about the dangers of 
dioxin, its formation in the pulp and paper industry, and how they can help 
change this. In addition to creating consumer demand for unbleached and 
chlorine-free paper, this campaign aims to convince Stone Container 
Corporation to eliminate the use of all chlorine-based chemicals at its 
linerboard mill in Frenchtown, Montana. 
The focus of this project is the development and implementation of a 
Web presentation which expands the Coalition's "Reach for Unbleached" 
campaign. The Web presentation is intended to help encourage nation-wide 
consumers to switch to unbleached and truly chlorine-free paper, in turn 
sparking the pulp and paper industry to use chlorine-free technologies. In 
addition, it will support the Coalition's efforts to convince Stone Container to 
eliminate all chlorine bleaching at their Missoula mill. 
The Web presentation presents the following: 1) the dioxin problem 
from chlorine bleaching of paper; 2) safer alternatives; 3) how people can help 
reduce dioxin in the environment by their paper choices and by influencing 
regulation; and 4) provides a complete list of unbleached and chlorine-free 
bleached paper products available in the U.S. 
1. Dioxin and the Pulp and Paper Industry 
In 1994 the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency released a draft of 
their "Dioxin Reassessment," (EPA 1994a-f). This document put together 
current health effects and exposure research on dioxin and dioxin-like 
chemicals (some of the furans and PCB's). The findings from this report 
made it clear that the health of all humans and wildlife is at risk from this 
family of chemicals. Although the final version of this report is still pending, 
many believe that these preliminary results are convincing enough to justify 
taking action to stop dioxin releases. 
The elimination of dioxin releases from known sources, such as 
incinerators and pulp and paper mills using chlorine-based bleaching, has 
become the focus for many prominent scientists, health and environmental 
organizations such as Physicians for Social Responsibility, the American 
Public Health Association, the International Joint Commission, the 
Environmental Defense Fund and Greenpeace. Today, although nearly four 
years have passed since the release of the Dioxin Reassessment, incinerators 
and pulp and paper mills are still the largest sources of dioxin, and there are 
no truly protective standards for dioxin in food, ambient air, sludge, solid 
waste and contaminated sediments. 
The EPA made some progress with medical waste incinerators in 1997 
by requiring technologies that will reduce emissions by 95% (EPA 1997). Even 
if these rules resulted in the projected dioxin reductions (many doubt they 
will), incinerators will still be significant dioxin sources. 
For pulp and paper mills, EPA just finalized a rulemaking that 
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delineates the best available technology required for pulp and paper mills to 
reduce or eliminate dioxin emissions. Unfortunately they did not choose the 
best available technology, totally chlorine-free bleaching (TCF), or even the 
intermediate step, oxygen delignification. Instead, they chose substitution of 
chlorine dioxide bleach for chlorine gas bleach, (EPA 1998). This change will 
not only allow continued dioxin releases, but will require mills to invest in a 
dead-end technology which will be outmoded if mills later want to switch to 
TCF. The facts about dioxin and pulp mills—that dioxin is highly toxic and 
persistent, already at dangerous levels in our bodies, and that non-dioxin 
producing technologies exist—make more progress toward this totally 
chlorine-free technology both essential and possible. 
After medical and mimicipal waste incinerators, pulp and paper mills 
are the next largest source of dioxin identified by the EPA in their Dioxin 
Reassessment (EPA 1994b, 19). They are also the only significant point source 
of dioxin discharged directly to water (EPA 1994b, 20). The part of pulp and 
paper mills that produces the most dioxin is the bleach plant, where chlorine 
combines with the organic matter in wood to produce organochlorine 
chemicals, including dioxin. There are other areas at the mill known to be 
dioxin sources, but their dioxin emissions are either thought to be relatively 
small (EPA 1994b, 3-118), or were not quantitatively evaluated by EPA due to 
insufficient data (EPA 1994b, 3-119). 
Eliminating the dioxin releases from pulp and paper bleach plants 
involves taking chlorinated chemicals out of the process. For many products, 
such as cardboard, coffee filters and paper bags, the change needed is very 
simple, don't bleach at all. When a lighter product is demanded, such as for 
writing paper made from virgin fiber, bleaching can be done without 
chlorine. The technology to bleach paper with a TCF process already exists. 
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and is in use at many mills in Sweden and other European countries. This 
involves a substitution of oxygen-based bleaching chemicals—such as 
hydrogen peroxide, ozone or oxygen—for chlorine-based chemicals. Oxygen-
based bleaching can now achieve a final product that meets the same 
brightness characteristics as chlorine-based bleaching. 
Although TCF is now the bleaching method of choice for over 60 kraft 
pulp mills worldwide, the EPA chose not to require U.S. pulp and paper mills 
to use a TCF process, citing high initial investment requirements and a lack of 
U.S. data showing technical feasibility. In the Cluster Rules, EPA 
acknowledges that the totally chlorine-free closed loop mill is "the mill of the 
future," yet their rule does almost nothing to push the industry towards that 
ideal. In fact, by encouraging existing mills to invest in chlorine dioxide 
bleaching without also investing in oxygen delignification—the first step in 
converting to totally chlorine free bleaching—EPA is encouraging the pulp 
and paper industry to resist future investment in totally chlorine-free 
technology. 
2. Campaigning for Chlorine-Free Paper on the World Wide Web 
The Power of a Consumer Campaign 
U.S. mills are now making important decisions about how to comply 
with the Cluster Rules. Will they discontinue bleaching altogether? Will 
they choose chlorine dioxide bleaching and hope EPA and the market do not 
demand more protective technology in the future? Or will they make 
investments now to set them up for TCF bleaching? The initial investment 
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in TCF technology is expensive, yet there is a pay back since in the long-run 
it's a less costly technology. If consunners aren't willing to pay a premiun\ for 
this more environmentally-sound product, pulp and paper mills may be 
unwilling to wait for the pay back. For this reason, the timing for wide-scale 
consumer action on this issue is critical. 
Sweden is the leader in environmental progress for pulp mills because 
Swedish and European consumers prefer chlorine-free products (Albert 1996, 
7). It was this preference which helped support TCF technological advances. 
U.S. consumers are starting to show some preference for chlorine-free 
pulp and paper products. Over 30 paper companies are now successfully 
selling products that are unbleached, totally chlorine-free, and processed 
chlorine-free (recycled paper re-bleached with only oxygen-based chemicals). 
High profile companies like Alaska Airlines, Starbucks and Patagonia are part 
of the market for these paper products. But this has not been enough to 
change the industry as a whole. 
Several U.S. nonprofit groups are now working to change this paucity 
of consumer demand by educating the public and rimning consumer 
campaigns. One such group is the Clark Fork-Fend Oreille Coalition in 
Missoula, Montana. The Coalition works to protect water quality throughout 
the Clark Fork River basin in western Montana and northern Idaho. The 
Coalition's interest in a chlorine-free paper consumer campaign originates in 
their concerns about water quality impacts from the Stone Container 
linerboard mill near Missoula, Montana. This mill currently bleaches 
approximately 10% of their linerboard product with chlorine and chlorine 
dioxide (Stone 1997,16). As a result, they discharge dioxins and furans into 
the Clark Fork River (Stone 1995-1998). The Coalition's goal is to bring 
community pressure on Stone Container to switch this mill to a totally 
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chlorine-free process, and ultimately to an effluent-free process. The 
Coalition also hopes this effort will support such change elsewhere. To 
achieve this, they have run a "Reach for Unbleached" education campaign for 
paper consumers in Missoula for the last two years. 
The Coalition reaches its audience in this campaign through its 
newsletter, a brochure on the topic, the media, and through presentations to 
businesses, schools, government agencies and the general public. So far this 
campaign has achieved some success: many departments at the University of 
Montana and in city and county government are using unbleached copy 
paper. A number of local businesses are catching on as well, delivering pizzas 
in unbleached boxes and providing unbleached napkins. The campaign has 
momentum, but there is still work to do. And ultimately, consumers all over 
the country will need to buy unbleached and chlorine-free bleached paper 
products for the industry to make significant change. 
The World Wide Web: A Unique Organizing Tool 
Today there is a new tool available to reach the public and spark 
change: the Internet. Envirorunental groups all over the world are taking 
advantage of the Internet through e-mail, newsgroups, list servers, and the 
World Wide Web (Dodson 1995, 26). The Web has been shown to be the most 
useful and effective tool for reaching the public because of its versatile and 
user-friendly nature and its high use—over 26 million U.S. users are expected 
by the end of 1998 (Hoffman, Kalveek and Novak 1996, 36). 
Because of the usefulness of the Web, it was chosen for this project to 
expand the Coalition's Reach for Unbleached paper campaign. Before 
discussing the project in detail, I'd like to discuss the advantages and 
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disadvantages of using the Web for environmental campaigns. 
Advantages and Disadvantages of Using the Web 
There are many advantages to presenting environmental information 
on the World Wide Web, including its unique communication form, the 
potential to reach an enormous audience and the fact that it cuts down on 
paper use. One disadvantage of the Web is that it encourages construction of 
more and more computers, which themselves have negative impacts on the 
environment, our health and our society. The following is a discussion of 
some of these positive and negative aspects of using the Web as a tool for 
environmental campaigns. 
The Web's democratic, decentralized form allows unregulated flow of 
information and free access to all who have a computer. As such, it has 
become a powerful source of information, recreation and business. Its use is 
increasing more and more: from 11.5 million U.S. households dialing into 
the Web at the end of 1996 (Hoffman, Kalsbeek and Novak 1996, 36), 26 
million are expected by the end of 1998 (Green, De George and Berret 1998, 90). 
The number of Internet hosts in 1996 was between 9.5 and 15 million. As of 
January, 1998, this number is up to nearly 30 million (Network Wizards 1998). 
The downside of so much information on the Internet is the potential for a 
particular Web presentation to be "lost in the crowd"; 34.5% of respondents 
in a 1996 survey of Web users said not being able to find a page on the Web 
they know exists was one of the Web's main problems (Pitkow 1996, 108). 
This can be overcome with some effort to advertise a site to one's potential 
audience, and to ensure that the presentation is properly listed by the major 
Internet search engines. 
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As a communication tool, the Web has the advantage of combining 
attributes of many tools environmental groups already use: direct mail, 
newsletters, reports, action alerts, newspapers, magazines, television and 
radio. Aspects of all of these may be combined in an interactive form not 
found in any other medium. And this can be done at very low cost, with the 
ability to instantly update and change information at any time, since Web 
communication can be easily modified. This also means that Web 
presentations can involve user-developer interaction, since users can e-mail 
developers right from Web pages. 
Despite these advantages to participating in the Web, the impacts of the 
increasing computer production the Web encourages should be considered. 
Jerry Mander, author of In the Absence of the Sacred, quotes David Brower's 
concise statement on the topic of evaluating new technologies, "All 
technologies should be assumed guilty until proven innocent." (Mander 1991, 
43) Mander's book embraces this philosophy, emphasizing the examination 
of "the hidden negative values of new technologies, in a society predisposed 
to see only the positive side of the story" (Mander 1991, 43). 
There are negative consequences to using computers. First, despite the 
fact that digitized information often cuts down on paper use, there are direct 
environmental and health consequences from computer manufacture and 
use. The computer manufacturing industry uses large volumes of acids and 
solvents that are eventually disposed of in toxic dump sites (Mander 1991, 55). 
Further, most computers today have outer casings made of PVC plastic, and 
its manufacture and disposal creates dioxin. 
There are also indirect environmental impacts of computers, in that 
they empower corporations to work more efficiently. This accelerated pace of 
business means that natural resources are exploited ever faster. 
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Occupational hazards associated with computers are also a problem; 
according to Dr. Joseph La Don, chief of the Division of Occupational and 
Environmental Medicine at the University of California, San Francisco, 
"[T]he computer industry has an incidence of occupational illness more than 
three times that of the average manufacturing industry" (Mander 1991, 55). 
Increased reliance on computers may even change the way we think. 
Computers "are actually antithetical to information sources that traditional 
societies have used: personal observation, sensory interaction, historical and 
geographic contexts, and teachings about the human-wildlife relationship 
that have been passed down from previous generations" (Mander 1991, 59). 
Another downside of increased reliance on the Internet is the fact that 
not all people have access. Access to computers and software to participate in 
the Internet may be limited for the economically disadvantaged. 
Mander says that "[i]n terms of everyday life, the greatest danger of 
computers may be the level of surveillance they make possible" (Mander 
1991, 63). He was referring to the ability to keep records in quantities never 
before practical. With the Internet this potential for surveillance is even 
more real. It is now possible to track the path a person takes on the Web, 
effectively "reading over their shoulder," and to access private e-mail 
messages. Software to prevent such violations of privacy are being 
developed, but the fact Mander referred to remains: information on private 
citizens has never been easier to find or compile than it is today, thanks to 
computers and the Internet. 
These disadvantages notwithstanding, many environmental groups 
today choose to use computers and participate in the Internet. "The 
movement can't afford to be politically correct in the face of rapid 
environmental degradation that needs quick action," and "where big national 
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and multinational corporations . . . are embracing the technology without 
reservation" (Motavalli 1996, 28). 
Certainly the problems mentioned above, such as health and 
environmental impacts of computers, potential for loss of privacy and impact 
on our social and political systems should be considered and addressed. But 
at the same time, the environmental movement "won't reach a large portion 
of its intended audience if it's still communicating through smudgy 
newsletters" (Motavalli 1996, 29). Mander may be correct in his conclusion 
that the negative consequences of computers outweigh their benefits. But 
personally I'm not convinced that choosing not to participate in the Web will 
make more positive change in the world than the benefit of using it as a tool 
in environmental campaigns. 
The Chlorine-Free Paper Page 
This Web presentation project is an attempt to strengthen and expand 
the Coalition's Reach for Unbleached campaign. The campaign's ultimate 
goal is changing the pulp and paper industry as a whole, with particular focus 
on the Stone Container pulp mill in Missoula, Montana. The more people 
the campaign reaches, the more chance it has to reach its goal. By presenting 
information on the Web about why consumers should choose unbleached 
and chlorine-free paper products, and providing information about how to 
make this choice, people both in and outside of Missoula will be reached. 
This wide exposure has the additional benefit of bringing the Coalition a 
wider base of membership and support, ultimately enabling them to be more 
effective in their mission. 
The Chlorine-Free Paper Page Web presentation consists of 27 linked 
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Figure 1: Layout of The Chlorine-Free Paper Page 
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pages. (See Figure 1 for a map of the site's structure and topics.) The front 
page contains three main topics which are presented with supporting 
information. The topics are: 1) pulp and paper mills, with information on 
paper-making, its impacts and alternatives; 2) health and environmental 
effects of dioxin; and 3) how people can help get chlorine out of the pulp and 
paper industry and dioxin out of the environment. 
This Web presentation is aimed at a general audience. It contains 
enough detail to be useful to anyone who buys paper, be it the general 
consumer, the large business, the printer or the environmental organization. 
It is anticipated that most people using the presentation will be from among 
the 63% of Americans who have an interest in the environment (Speer 1997), 
and/or the 48% percent of Americans willing to pay at least a 4% premium 
for ecologically friendly products (Speer 1997). The information on this site 
will help its readers make choices that better protect the environment by 
providing the rationale for buying unbleached and chlorine-free paper, 
xinraveling the confusing array of "chlorine-free" labels, and providing a list 
of papers to choose from. 
Another way the Web presentation will be used is as an easy-to-update 
list of relevant papers and fact sheets to print out for people who do not have 
Internet access. The Coalition produced a brochure in 1996 titled "Reach for 
Unbleached," which included a list of unbleached and chlorine-free papers. 
Although this brochure has received much positive response from the public, 
the paper list became outdated very quickly. It simply isn't economically 
feasible for a small nonprofit organization like the Coalition to re-print the 
brochure every time a new paper product arrives on the market or existing 
products change names, or get discontinued. The Web presentation proves 
the opportunity to provide up-to-date information at all times. 
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Promotion of The Chlorine-Free Paper Page 
As mentioned earlier, it's important to take steps to make sure a Web 
presentation can be found by its intended audience. Web page designers have 
suggested that the site be included in all of the major search engines. In 
addition, links to and from other pages of similar interest is another 
important way to "market" a site. 
The Chlorine-Free Paper Page is listed on all major search engines, and 
reciprocal links have been requested from pages with related content. The 
number of links from other pages is expanding. Another page even added a 
link to the paper buyer's guide which displays it within their own frame. 
This makes the information immediately accessible to their readers, and still 
allows access to our presentation through internal links. 
Announcements about the presentation's existence have also been 
made on Internet list-serves on the topics of pulp and paper, dioxin and 
health. These announcements have been further distributed by members of 
those list-serves, and are turning up in envirorraiental and responsible-
investment newsletters all over the country. 
Evaluation of the Presentation's Effectiveness 
Since all information on the Web is theoretically available to every one 
of its users, a site could receive an enormous amoimt of "traffic." But how do 
we know if the Chlorine-Free Paper Page has made a difference? Analyzing 
effectiveness is an important task for any information presentation. If you 
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write a brochure and distribute it at libraries all around the country, you may 
know how many brochures were picked up, but it will be very difficult to 
gauge your readers responses. This is essentially true of the Web as well, with 
a few differences. 
With Web server statistics it's possible to keep track of the number of 
times each page is visited, and the Web address (URL) from which each visit 
came. Analyzing the access and use patterns of a presentation can give you an 
idea of which parts are being utilized most. The results could indicate a 
problem or success with the presentation's structure. 
Web server statistics for the Chlorine-Free Paper Page show that visits 
to the presentation increased significantly from January to April 1998: 171 
visits to the main page in January, 217 visits in February, and 411 visits in 
March. See Figure 2. 
In addition to visits to the main page, we have statistics for visits to the 
top 23 pages for March, 1998. These show that the page with a list of available 
vmbleached and chlorine-free bleached paper products had the second most 
visits per month. This is a good indication that the site is achieving its main 
purpose: to stimulate consumer interest in these paper products. 
Another way to leam about a Web presentation's effectiveness is 
comments from users. Comments come unsolicited or through an e-mail 
link on the page. Responses could also be elicited by providing a survey on 
the page. One could even send a survey to users found on Web page access 
logs, although this could be considered an invasion of privacy by many 
readers. My approach is to provide a "Questions/Comments" direct e-mail 
link on every page, and let users respond as they choose. So far we've 
received many positive responses from a wide variety of users including 
other environmental groups, businesses, paper-sellers, and even the pulp and 
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Figure 2: Accesses to Main Page, 1998 
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paper industry. 
Future Plans 
Future plans for the presentation include more of the same. The paper 
list will be updated, attempts to market the site will be broadened, and the 
presentation's content will be updated/adapted to better serve users and the 
Coalition's campaign as needed. 
Appendix A: 
The Chlorine-Free Paper Page 
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Index to printed form of The Chlorine-Free Paper Page: 
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ThE ChlORilNE^pREE PApER PflqE 
'Read  ̂'tUdleacAedf 
Hk'  t rue cost  of  paper  is  not  just  wi ia t  s  on the 
pr ice  lag.  
Taper  bleached v\ i th  c l i lor inc has  iuige 
ens i ronmeji ta l  costs ,  and U.S.  paper  
n^anufncturers  arc  now n^aking important  
decis ions about  ho^v to  change this .  Your  
clH-) ices  as  a  consumer could determine the 
outciMne.  
.A switcl^  to  oxvgen-based cl i lor ine- t ree  bleaciung can el iminate  diovin pol lut ion from pulp and paper  
mil ls .  Mil ls  are  now deciding whct l ier  to  invest  in  t lus  total ly  chlor ine-free technology,  or  n different  
prk 'cess ,  "elemc!\ ta l  c l \ lor ine-frec"  bleaching—which s t i l l  uses  a  fornA of  chlor ine and st i l l  produces dioxin.  
Both processes  arc  a l lowed by the new rules  draf ted bv the l  iu  i ronmental  Protect ion Agency cal led the 
Cluster  Rules .  The outcome of  these decis ions wil l  have a  prc»found impact  on (uir  cnvironn\ent  and our  
heal th .  So NOW is  the t ime to  te l l  the  paper  industry and iT 'A wliat  vou want :  vole  for  a  c lean and 
heal thv environment  by support ing total ly  chlor inc-free paper-making with vour  paper  choices  and your  
acl i (M^ as  ci t izens.  
I-ol lovv these l inks to  learn more about  problems with chU>rine use in  the p. iper  industry,  safer  a l ternat ives ,  
• i /ui  what  \"(ni  need to  know to choose paper  thnt  reduces pol lut ioiv.  
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Pulp & pApER Mills . . . 
W i l l i  OH W i  r l l O U T  c h l o R I N E  
I t  s  our  choice:  
if  we buy p«>per  bl tMched with 
cl iK>rine,  wo support  pulp «ind paper  
mil ls  that  pol lute  our  cm ironmcnt  
with (J ioxi i i  and other  t i>\ ic  
organochlor ines .  On the other  hand,  
if  we buy paper  that  > unbleached or  
bleached without  anv 
chU>rine-based chemicals ,  we 
support  c leaner ,  safer  paper-making 
technologies .  
Follow these links to learn more about pulp and paper mills: 
Dioxin a l  pulp nnd paper  mil ls  
Paper-making; :  wi th  and without  chlor ine 
Closing the loop:  the eff luent-free mil l  
Front  poge '  Mil ls  I P i . 'Mn I You c .m help I Mt>re info I Buyer  s  guide !  Quest ions/comments  ' 
The best paper buys for the environment: 
Unbleached:  
recvcled paper  t i ia t  s  lu^l  
re-bloachfi l .  
Processed Chlorine-Free: 
rec\  c l t 'd  paper  bleached with 
o\vgen-based chemicals  
Totally Chlorine-Free: 
non-recycled paper  bleached with 
owgen-based chemicals  
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DiOXiN AT pulp & pApER Mills 
pulp ci!Ki  paper  mil ls  use 
chlor i iu ' -bascd chenxicnis  to  
bicach puip while .  Those 
chemicals  rend with organic  
molcci i les  in  Ihe ivocJ and other  
hbers  lo  crenle  inanvloxic  
b\  -produels ,  including diu>. i i i .  
{) in\ in  is  found throughout  the 
pulp and paper  nianufactu ' r ing 
process ,  l is  wastes  and evci i  in  
the paper  products  themselves .  
in the water 
Dioxii i  is  in  the wastewater  f rom al l  mil ls  
us ing chlor ine bleaching.  
Pulp mil ls  use Inrgc qunnl i l ics  of  wnlor  to  wnsh proccss  chcmicnls  off  the  pnper  f ibers .  Tl i is  vvntor  
conlnins  many pol lulnt i ts ,  including dioxin in  mil ls  using chlur ino-bnsed ble .K-hin^.  Dioxin 
concentral ions arc  very,  very low,  (of ten par ts  per  quadri l l ion in  mil l  wastewater ,  and sometimes 
below the detect ion l imit  of  10 par ts  per  quadri l l ion that  most  labs  use) .  But  remember that  mil ls  
re lease huge volumes of  water--28,000 gal lons per  ton of  paper  produced at  a  typical  bleached 
kraf t  pulp mil l—so this  adds up over  t ime.  Also,  s ince dioxin doesn ' t  easi ly  break down in the 
environment ,  the dioxin released bui lds  up i i \  the  r iver ,  lake or  ocean sediments  near  the pulp 
mil ls ,  and concentrates  in  the food chain.  Because dioxin pers is ts  and magnif ies  i j^  the  foodchain,  
i t  can be hundreds of  t imes more concentrated in  f ish than in  the water  !hev l ive in .  
An nPA stuciy.  the  Nat ional  Study (»f  Chemical  Residues in  I ' i sh ,  found that  f ish near  
chlor ine-bleaching pulp and paper  mil ls  have s ignif icant ly  higher  dioxin concentrat ions than 
anvwhere else  that ' s  been tes ted.  
Ntany mil ls  are  now switching to  chl i>r ine dioxide bleaching (cal led elemental  chlor ine-free ' ) ,  
but  this  method st i l l  produces some dioxin.  .Althi^ugh we can expect  lower dioxin levels  in  waters  
and f ish af ter  these changes,  some wil l  s t i l l  be  there .  And remember:  there 's  no safe"  level  of  
d ioxin exposure.  
! 'u lp  mil ls  t reat  their  wastewater  bv set t l ing the par t ic les  in  i t  and bv a  set t l ing process  which 
includes the par t iculate  mat ter  and pol lul ion-eat ing bacter ia .  This  set t l ing produces a  sol id  waste  
cal led ' s ludge."  hPA reports  bleached kraf t  pulp mil l  s ludge contaminat ion with the worst  
dio.vin,  (2 ,3 , r ,8-7CDD),  a t  a  mediate  concentrat ion of  51 par ts  per  l r i l l ioi \  and a  maximum 
concentrat ion of  3800 par ts  per  t r i l l ion.  Where this  ends up in the envirc^iment  depends on how the 
s ludge is  disposed of .  Most  s ludge is  landfi l led or  appl ied to  land.  12": .  i^  burned,  and 8""  is  
marketed as  useful  product .  
the solid wasle 
ihe air 
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Dioxin is  nlso rclLMscd :ntu nir  a l  mii ls .  
Tl i is  hasn ' t  been s tudied as  much as  water  releases ,  but  I ' . I 'A s  Dioxin Rea^ ' -K-nu ' rU did report  that  
pulp mil ls  emit  airbc^rnc dioxin by burning used industr inl  chemicals  (cal led black l iquor)  in  
recovcrv bt>i l r r5 .  And any mil l  that  burns  s ludge from a chlor inated bleach plant  is  l ikely to  emit  
airbori '^c  dioxins  as  wel l ,  l l ie  KPA didn t  evaluate  a i rborne emissions fr i»m s ludge burning in  the 
Dioxin Reassessment  even though their  data  shows s ludges arc  contaminat id  with t i ie  worst  
dioxin,  2 ,3 ,7 ,S ' rCDD at  vip to  38(X) par ts  per  t r i l l ion,  and that  20 of  the s ludge pr( iduced by 
bleaching mil ls  i^  burned.  H\ 'ery other  incinerat ion process  tes ted rel i -ases  dipxin if \  s ignif icant  
anuHints ,  so  we can expect  s ludge burning is  a  problem too.  
nPA est imates  that  about  a  third of  the dioxin at  pulp mil ls  goes into t l ie  paper  products  
themseK es .  Di<.>xin TEQ \  a lues  in  a  Canadian s tudv found di i^xin ranging from 0.1-22.7 par ts  per  
t r i l l ion in  these paper  products ;  
•  C 4 > f f e e  f i l t e r s  
•  paper  cup-^ 
•  facial  t issues  
•  paper  plates  
•  dispi><able  diapers  
Other  pr(>ducts  are  l ikely to  have dioxin a^ v\  e l l ,  includi i ig  napkins ,  paper  towels ,  milk car tons,  
pr int ing atui  off ice  paper  and feminine sani tary products .  
paper 
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Follow these links to learn more about pulp and paper mills; 
Pnpcr-mnkin^:  with and without  chlor inc 
Closing the loop:  the eff luent-frce mil l  
Front  p . ipe I NHHs I Dioxin I Vou can help 1 NU>re info t Bi iver  y euidc I Ouesl iony/comnu'n^s I Coni ihon t  tome 
The best paper buys for the environment: 
Unbleached: 
recycled paper  that ' s  ntH 
re-blenched.  
Processed Chlorine-lTce: 
recvck 'd  pnpcr  blenched with 
oxv^en-bcTicd chemicals  
Totally Chlorine-Free: 
non- recvck 'd  paper  bleached with 
oxypen-based chemicals  
Coyu i ' i ^ l i t  Chnk  F or k -Co id  i h i - i l l t '  C on l i t i on  /99r ,19 l - " ^8  i i l l  r i<^h t<  n< i rvc i i  
http: /  / \vvsu-n\(mtnna.com/cfpoc 
cf  poc '??mon tana.com 
P.CX Box 7593,  Missoula  MI '  59S( '7  
Mo--t  rccent  update  4/27/ '^ 'S  
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PAptiR'MAkiNq 
TlH're  i \ re  5  bi^sic  s tep?,  to  industr ia l  pnpcr-making:  1)  turn plns^t  f iber  into chip*^,  2)  turn chips  into pulp,  3)  
blccKh the pulp,  4)  wash Ihe pulp,  and 5)  make the paper  and convert  into pr i>ducts .  
Hie  f iber  in  paper  usual ly  comes from trees ,  but  can also come from other  more easi ly  
renewable plants  such as  bamboo,  kenaf ,  or  even agricul tural  waste  l ike wheat  s t raw 
The f i rs t  s tep to  making paper  is  to  break this  f iber  into sntal ler  pieces  cal led chips .  
2. Turn chips into pulp: 
r iant  mat ter  is  made of  long molecules  cal led cel lulose,  g lued '  logetf ier  bv ani>lhcr  
natural  molecule  cal led l ignin.  Once the plant  f iber  has  been broki-n inf(> smaller  pieces ,  
the  individual  cel lulose f ibers  must  be separated frcnn the l ignin that  holds  them 
together .  Tl i is  can be done bv s imply gr inding the chip-^ mcch.mical lv ,  but  i^  most  of ten 
done bv "cooking the chips  in  a  mixture  of  chemicals  that  digest"  the l ignin.  The resul t  
is  a  mass  of  f ibers ,  cal led,  wel l ,  pulp 
1. Turn plant fiber into chips; 
Tlic  two main chcmical  pulping processes  used todav use sulfur  compounds to  digest  the • 
l ignir^ .  The kraf t  process  is  the  most  common.  Kraf t  pulp,  Ckraf t"  means s t rong in 
CJerman),  is  made using sodium sulfate .  Stone Container 's  l incrboard mil l  near  Missoula ,  
Montana uses  a  kraf t  process .  
A less  common chemical  pulping method uses  sodiun\  sulf i te .  Ihis  produces a  sof ter ,  
l ighter  pulp,  and is  of ten used for  paper  products  that  don t  need s t rength,  l ike t issue 
products .  
(If  you l ive near  a  sulfur-based pulp mil l ,  you re  fan\ i l iar  with the nUten egg smell  they 
give off .  I t  c<imes f rom their  sulfur  chemical  recycl ing.  With bet ter  pol lut ion controls  Ihi^;  
can be el iminated.)  
3. Bleach the pulp: 
Without  bleacl i ing,  l ignin in  the pulp wil l  pr tnluce a  dark colored product .  An example of  
this  is  brown grocery bags.  There are  a  number of  bleacJung opt i i»ns wii ich include;  
CHLORINE 
fiber bleached with chlorine gas 
H ELEMENTAL CHLORINE-FREE 
fiber bleached with chlorine dioxide or sodium hypochlorite 
TOTALLY CHLORINE-FREE 
non-recycled fiber bleached without any chlorine chemicals 
PROCESSED CHLORINE-FREE 
recycled fiber bleached without any chlorine chemicals 
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of  choict '  in  the pi ' ip  and paper  industry.  But  in  the i . is t  few venrs  the dou nsi t le  of  this  
proi 'css  became ciear :  i t  produces dioxin and many other  organin hlcr inc hy-products .  
the  approxin\ateIy 1000 types of  organochlor ines  produced bv chlnr lne-based bleacl i ing,  
onlv 300 have been s tudied.  We can only hope that  the rest  aren t  as  toxic  as  the ones we 
know about .  
Bleaching can also be accomplished bv other  methods.  Manv mil ls  now use chlor ine 
dioxide,  which pr t^duces less  dioxin,  but  s t i l l  pol lutes  our  waters  with maiiy other  
organochlor ines ,  and st i l l  has  eff luent  so toxic  that  i t  causes  genet ic  daniage in  f ish even 
when i t ' s  very di luted.  (See Water Scicncc Ta/jno/ i 'v , '} / ,  v33 n2-^ pp347-?53,  
Unf(^r tunatelv the FPA rccent iv  sanct ioned this  cnx i ronmental lv-dangerous bleaching 
method under  their  Cluster  Rules  ra ther  than requir ing mil ls  to  go lolal lv  chlor inc-free.  
I  he  best  bleaching cpficm for  the em ironniL-nt  is  
o \vgen-baj-cd.  without  anv chlor ine chemicals .  This  
inclui les  '  to ta l ly  chlor ine-f tee  and processed 
chlor ine-free"  bleaching These metlnKis  use oxvgcn,  
[ '  {iz( .>ne or  hvdrogen peroxide to  bleach the pulp.  
^ In i t ia l ly  i t  c i^sts  nu ' re  to  switch a  mil l  to  
ox\ 'gen-based bleaching,  but  the operat ing co>ts  are  
hnver .  which helps  recover  this  investment  in  the 
long-r iui .  
4. Wash the Pulp; 
The process  and bleaching chemicaN have tc^ be  washed off  the  pulp 1  his  s tep takes  a  
lot  of  water .  If  the  mil l  i s  l ike most ,  this  water  gct^  re leased to  nearbv r ivers ,  lakes ,  nnd 
(Keans Ihis  water  pol lut i iwi  can be dramatical ly  reduced,  er  even el iminated,  bv closing 
the h>op'  a t  the bleach plant ,  which means reusing the water  ra ther  than releasing i t .  
Closi i ig  the loi>p is  easier  with oxvgen-based bleach than with chlor ine in  the water ,  
providing vet  another  reason to  go chlor ine-free bleaching 
5. Make the paper and products: 
The pulp is  dr ied and pressed into Inrgc rol ls  of  paper .  
r . iper  is  converted into a  huge 
var ie ty  of  paper  products .  
Follow these links to learn more about pulp and paper mills: 
5^,  nidxin nt  pulp . ind p. iper  mil ls  
.  [^aper-making:  with and without  
•("!o<; ing thp loop:  the ptf lufnt-frce mil l  
The best paper buys for the environment: 
Unbleached:  Processed Chlorine-Free:  Total ly  Chlorine-Free:  
nw ck'd pnptT that  s  not  rocycied paper  bleached vvi th  non-rccvclcd paper  bleached with 
re-blcached.  oxygen-ba^ed chemicals  oxvgen-based chemicals  
Cr f ' i / r i \ ; h t  Ch i r k  For - .  ( h f i i t t -  CcnJ i f i o i i  i i l l  r i gh t s  n '< t rn i i  
l l i tp: /  /v\  u  w nu>ntana.coni /Vf |?oc 
cfpoctf 'nuMUana.com 
WO.  Box oQ3.  Nlissoula  MI ?^H(r  
Mi>sl  receipt  update  4 2"  
iiNCj |[|E loop 
ro pROFECr OUR U/ATEUS 
I 'u lp  ni i lK Lisu huge quanl i l ies  of  u  nter :  a  
typicnl  blcnched krnf t  pulp mil l  usos  
3?. l ) (K) ga! l i>ns of  water  l ( '  produce one Ion of  
pulp.  Most  mil ls  re lease this  water  into our  
r ivers ,  lakes  and oceans,  a long with lOOO's  
of  chemical  by-products  f rom the pulping 
and bleaching processes .  
Iki t  i t  doesn ' t  have to  be that  wav.  Mil ls  cai^  "close the loop and recvcle  their  water .  C")ne of  the  
biggest  techi \ ical  diff icul t ies  to  closing the l i>op Is  chlor ine:  i ts  corrosive propert ies  are  tough on 
the n^nchinery.  
And having chlor ine in  the loop from the bleaching process  a lso nieans air  pol lut ion;  
Par t  of  c losing the k»op involves  burning wastes  as  a  fuel .  If  these include wastes  f rom a 
chlor ine-based bleach princess ,  organochlor ines ,  including dioxin,  wil l  pi>i lutc  our  air .  Iherefore ,  
the best  way to  protect  both our  air  and (Kir  water ,  is  to  take al l  chh^rine chemicals  out  (if  the  
bleach process  and ck^^e the loop 
Follow these links to learn more about pulp and paper mills: 
Dioxin nt  pulp and paper  mil l^  
Paper-mnking:  with and without  chlor ine 
Closing Ihe loop;  the eff luent-free mil l  
ront  pnge ) Mil ls  )  Dioxin '  Xi:  !  '  More i t>fo I  ^ r  s Ruido ) Quest ions/  Comments 1 Coal i t ion 
The best paper buys for the environment: 
Unbleached:  
recycled paper  thai  s  not  
re-bleached.  
Processed Chlorine-Free:  
rccvcled paper  bleached with 
oxvgen-based chcmicals  
Total ly  Chlorine-Free:  
non-recycled paper  bleached with 
oxygen-based chemicals  
71C5 Cht t k  Fo f k - l \ n d  O tcd l c  Coa l i t i on  1997 i iU  r e s e r v e d  
http: / /www.nK>ntana.cc>m/cfpoc 
c  fpoc^Tmon t  a  n  a  .com 
P.O.  Box 73^3,  Missoula  MT ?98U7 
Most  recent  update4/27/98 
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CtiloRiNF: bitAchi^jq: 
l lEAlrt l  & ENViRONMEWrAl EffECIS of diOXlN 
Blonching pdper  with 
chl t>r l i io-bascd conipc ' i i ruis  rc lcnscs  
extremely eheni ic . i ls .  The most  
d .mgeriHi< is  dioxi t i ,  n deadly 
chemienl  thi i t  has  contnmindled our  
vvt i tcr ,  . l i r  and food,  l l i i s  toxic  
chcmicnl  grah '^  our  bodies  ai id  never  
le ts  go.  Over  our  l ives  i t  bui lds  up in 
our  bodie?.  where i t  can rob us  and 
i^ur  chi ldren of  our  greatest  
\veaHh--our  heal th .  
Follow these links lo learn more about ciioxin: 
What is  dioxin? 
A:  He.i l th  and environi iu 'nlnl  e l fccls  o(  dioxin 
How wg'rc  exposed In dioxin 
•runt  p jpe I Mil ls  I Dioxin I Voj  c. in  hf lp  1 More info I Buyer  s  guide !  Quglioi i i - j - 'oninu-i i l ;  Co. i l i l ion I  lonie  
The best paper buys for the environment: 
L'nbleachcd: Processed Chlorine-Free: lotally Chlorine-Free; 
recycled paper  that ' s  not  recycled paper  bicached with non-recycled paper  bleached with 
re-blcached.  oxygen-baseci  chemicals  oxygen-based chemicals  
Clo i k  f o rk -Pc th !  ( V c /Z / r  C oa l i t i on  1997 ,199S  a l l  r c s t T 'C t /  
h U p : / /www.n \ orUana.com /cfp(<c 
cfpoc^niontanacom 
I ' . t r  Box 7S^^,  Missoula  Ml" 5^807 
Most  recent  update  4/23/ ' ->H 
WhAT is clioxlN? 
Uic»\ i i i  i?  c»no the  most  toxic  hui ium-ni .ule  ihemicals  known.  Once released int t> t lu '  un\  i ronment ,  
i t  i s  pers is tent  because natural  bacter ia  cannot  effect ively break i t  dmvn.  I t  a lso bui lds  up in the 
loodchain lbu">accumuial iun)"gc\ l ing higher  in  concentrat ion in  Ihc t issues  of  animais  as  i t  moves 
to  higher  levels  of  the  chain.  These character is t ics  can be at t r ibuted to  i ts  c l iemical  s t ructure:  
'  Dioxin is  of ten used as  a  catch-al l  term for  three acutely toxic  chemical  groups:  t rue dioxins ,  
furans and polvchlor inated biphcnyls  (PCBs).  What  al l  of  lhe.>ie  groups l iavc in  common are  two 
benzene r ings and chlor ine molecules .  Tl ie  molecule  depicted abo\  e  is  the  most  toxic  form of  dioxin:  
2 ,3 ,7 .S-lct rachlorodibcn7.o-p-dioxin,  or  TCDD for  short .  Tl ie  toxici tv  of  o ther  dioxi i is ,  furans and 
rCBs are  al l  considered in  compacison to  TCDD. 
To date ,  the U.S.  I invironmenlal  I ' rotect ion Agency has  ident i f ied 73 dioxins ,  135 furans and 209 
PCBs.  Many of  these have dioxin- l ike toxici tv  If  a  mixture  i>f  d ioxin- l ike chemicals  vvi t l i  a l l  
d i f ferent  toxici t ies  is  found,  i t  i s  reported in  terms of  toxici ty  equivalci i ts ,  (or  Tl-Q for  short) .  TEQ 
is  the  amount  of  TCDD that  would produce a  s imilar  amount  of  toxici tv  to  that  amount  of  
dioxin- l ike cl iemicals .  
When we use the term "dioxin" we arc  referr ing to  dioxin and di(Ain-l ike chemicals ,  wi th  
con\  ers ion to  TFQ assumed.  
Follow these links to learn more about dioxin; 
[our chloRiNES, A COUpU OXyqENS, ANd 2 bENZENE RiNqs 
maIce a dioxiN moIecuIe 
What i ' i  d ioxin? 
Ht-nl th  nnd environincntnl  effects  of  dioxin 
How wc ro  exposed to  dioxin 
t 'nmt p.Tge !  Mil ls  I Di< ' \ in  I Yen cnn help I More I lUiycr  > ^uick '  '  Quest ions,- 'ooninu.-f i ts  I Ci  'oIIIkmi I  lon^e 
The best paper buys for the environment: 
Unblcnchcd: Processed Chlorinc-Frce; Totally Chlorinc-Prce: 
recycled paper  that ' s  not  recvcled paper  bleached with non-recycled paper  bleached with 
re-bleached.  i>\ypen-based chemicals  owgen-basi 'd  clu 'micals  
Cln rk  f o rk -Poh i  ( . ' ' r n l l c  C o( i ! i t i o> i  1997J  99S  n i l  n<;^h t<  / r . s c r rc i f  
http: /  /  wwu.montaha.com/cfpoc 
cfpoc 'gmontana-com 
P.D.  Box 75 ' - '3 ,  Missoula  Ml 59807 
Most  rcccnl  update  4/27/^ '8  
HEAlrh & EnvironivientaI 
l l icy say what  you don ' t  know won' t  hur t  you.  Well ,  they ' re  wrong.  
Wc al l  carry enough diovin in  our  bodies  to  be "at  or  near"  the level  
where ser ious heal th  effects  may occur .  Dioxin is  a  worldwide 
problem for  both hvimahs and wildl i fe .  
Dioxins  are  evervwherc They ' re  deadly.  And once they re  in  the environment ,  i t  lakes  
generat ions for  them to go avvny.  Tlney accumulate  in  the t issues  of  l iving organisms,  get t ing more 
and more cot icentraled as  Ihey move up the food chain,  becoming concentrated in  fats .  Humans are  
a t  the top of  the food chain,  and over  90 percent  of  our  dioxin exposure comes from eat ing animal  
foods.  Oncc these chemici i ls  are  in  vis ,  ihev ^^tay and cause long-term damage.  "Hie concentrat ion of  
dioxin in  our  bodies  is  minute:  measured in  par ts  per  t r i l l ion,  (equal  to  a  bi l l ionth of  a  gram of  
dioxin per  ki logram (>f bodv fat) .  This  level  is  hundreds or  even thousands of  t imes lower than 
most  other  synthet ic  chemicals  of  environmental  concern,  which is  one of  the reascms i t  to(>k so long 
to  not ice  i t ' s  a  problem. even at  the^^e I tnv levels ,  sc ient is ts  are  seeing evidence of  ser iou^i  
h ea l t h  e f f ec t s .  (To r  m t n e  in fo rma t i i>n .  r e ad  Theo  Co l b (un  s  exce l l en t  book .  Our  S to l en  Fu tu re .  
Health effects 
Dioxin causes  a  whole host  of  heal th  problem^;  in  humans and animals ,  including:  canccr;  
beha\  ioral  effccts  and learning disorder ;  decreased immune responses;  decrea«:cd male  sex 
hc ' rmonc;  diabetes;  chi<.>racne;  sperm k^s-^;  and endometr io^^is  
What  does i t  mean to  be at  or  near  the level  where these effects  may occur? A research paper  
publ ished in  r .nvironnu- ' i t i i l  Hci i l f l i  Prr<fH-Ltir t -^  ibv s(une of  the majc>r  aulh{>rs  of  I 'PA s  L)i i>xin 
Reas '^essment)  compared the minimum dioxin le \  e ls  shown to cau ' -e  heal th  prc^blems with the 
di i»xin level  the general  populat ion no\v carr ies  in  their  bodies ,  (And remember,  this  is  an 
average-stmie folks  are  l \ igher . )  Tl ie  resul ts  are  not  good:  
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•  izniKcr occurs  in  luinians a t  onlv 10 t imes the dioxin lev e l  now in our  bodice,  on average.  
•  bchtU' iornl  effects  . ind learning disorders  occur  in  monkevF;  a t  only 10 t imes the dioxin 
level  now in our  bodies .  
•  decreased immune responses  occurs  in  monkeys and mice at  25"1.  BILLOW the dioxin level  
now in our  bcKiic"^.  
•  dccre<Tsed male  sex hormone cKcurs  in  humans at  only 1.3 l imes the dioxin level  now in our  
bodies .  
•  diabetes  occurs  m humans at  only 10 l imes the dioxin level  now in our  bodies .  
•  sperm loss  cKcurs  in  humans at  only 10 l inies  t l ic  dioxin level  now in our  bodies .  
•  endometr iosis  occurs  in  humans at  only 10 t imes the dioxin level  now in our  bodies .  
I  lumans d(»n t  respond t i )  d io .xin a t  the same level  as  al l  tes t  animals ,  but  thc^e resul ts  cer ta inlv 
urge caut ion when i t  comes to  this  chemical .  Tspecial ly  when ytni  consider  that  some people  have 
much hi>;her  d ioxin levels  than ihe average for  the general  populat ion.  I^^r  ins tance;  Dioxin 
exposure of  nurs ing infants  is  20 to  60 l imes higher  thai^  that  of  adul ts .  People  who are  subsis tence 
f isher^.  t ) r  who f ish regular ly  f rom a  water  s t>urcc with elevated dioxin levels  can have verv high 
levels .  And people  who work in dioxin-generat ing indu '^lr ies  mav have higher  exposure as  wel l .  
Fish are  also \  erv sensi t ive to  dioxin.  Ihe species  found to  be most  sensi t ive are  lake t rout  nat ive 
to , the Great  ( .akes .  Tl ie i r  eggs begin to  show signif icant  mortal i ty  a t  dioxin doses  as  l i t t le  as  40 
par ts  per  t r i l l ion.  And al l  of  their  eggs die  by 100 par ts  per  t r i l l ion.  
How does dioxin do so much damage once i t  gets  into the body? It  a t taches to  cel l  receptors  that  
are  designed for  regulatory hormones and enzymes.  Tl ie  resul t -normal  cel l  funct ion-including 
that  of  DNA—can run amok.  
Dangerous dioxin ccui taminat ion ha*^ been par t  of  our  world ( inlv s ince the turn of  the  century—tests  
for  dioxin in  lake sediments  and t issues  of  ancient  humans show much lov\er  levels  of  d ioxin than 
seen in  current  generat ions I t  entered our  environment  in  s ignif icant  amounts  with industr ia l  
expansion and the post-World War II  explosion of  the chlor ine and petrochemical  industr ies .  
Ail  this  about  di i^xin is  f r ightening ^tuff .  I t  seems clear  t l ia l  uc  \  e  ser iousls '  scaled (>ur  nests ,  
eroded our  invn future  \  iabi l i ty .  and jeopardized the heal th  of  l i \  i i \ i ;  systems.  But  things can be 
done.  V' i r tual lv  a l l  d ioxin releases  are  preventable .  We iK^ed l i> make a  decis i iMi as  a  societv that  
dioxin eni iss ions are  unacceptable  and l l \a t  there  are  products  and product ion pr tKesses  that  we 
c. in  do w i thout ,  lhat  we nui '~t  do without .  i t '>^ tu»t  too la te  to  undertake the*-e changes.  Buying 
unbleached and chlor ine-free bleached paper  is  a  good '^tar t .  
A new problem 
Follow these links to learn more about dioxin: 
VVhnt i s  dioxin? 
Heal th  and env ronmenlal  effects  of  dioxin 
i t : .  How we're  exposed to  dioxin 
Frcnt  I Mil ls  '  L ' ioxin I ,  
The best paper buys for the environment: 
Unbleachcd:  Processed Chlorine-Free;  Total ly  Chlorine-Free:  
rccvclcd paper  that  s  not  recycled paper  bleached wilh non-rotyclod paper  bleached with 
re-bleached.  oxygen-based chemicals  oxygen-based chemicals  
nc5.  C i ' f C h i r k  F o r k - P i H i l  L h c i U c  C o i i l i l i o n  7997,799S n i l  r i gh t s  t f i c iTC t i  
http: / /wwvv.montana.ccnn/cfpoc 
L-fpoc<?7'nK>ntana.com 
I ' . tV T?*- ' ."! ,  Missoula  MT 39807 
Most  recent  update  4/27/98 
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How WE'RE EXpOSEfJ 
TO dioxiN 
Dioxin is  ni ' l  broken dt) \vn,  and ns  a  
resul t - i t  ends up in soi l ,  water ,  and on plant  
surfnces .  iTom there  i t  enters  the food chain 
and the fat?  of  f ish,  meat  and into dairy 
products .  In  fact ,  o \ 'er  9()"o (»f  our  dioxin 
exposure comes from these foods.  
Dio\ tn  is  found in  al l  of  our  f i>od.  but  most ly  in  aninui l  fa ts ,  especial ly  in  nnimals  higin.T up the 
fotnl  chain.  Ihis  char t  compares  the amount  of  dioxin in  foods found at  grocery s tores  f rom across  
the U.S.  { the uni t  used in  the s tudy were par ts  per  t r i l l ion,  but  vou can just  use  the lengths  of  the 
bars  for  comparison):  
fresh water f ish 
butter 
hot dog/bologna 
ocean fish 
cfteese 
beef 
eggs 
ice cream 
chicken 
pork 
milk 
vegan diet 
—-r;7r ,^yrr , - r  ,  ,  , , ,—,—,— « "  "  
0 0.2 0^ O.C I 1.4 1.6 
Dk>x in (TEQ) in parts per trillion 
Datajouice:  ScKectei  e taLCKemospheie  v<34n5-7 pp.1437-1447,1997 
' !hc reason di i^xin is  so  high in  meat ,  f ish and dairv products ,  but  not  in  grains  and vegetables  is  
that  i t  a t taches s t ronglv to  fats .  Because of  this ,  i t  concentrates  in  the bodies  of  anin\als .  You' l !  
iKit ice  that  but ter  has  a  high concentrat ion.  I t ' s  a  high fat  food.  I5ut  lowfat  f ish is  a lso high 
because f ish cat  invertebrates  and other  f ish that  a lso have dioxin in  their  bodies .  They bui ld  up 
a higher  dose over  their  l i fe t imes than animals  l ike dairy cows that  just  eat  plants .  
So,  what 's  the best  way to protect  yourself  f rom dioxin? Tat  low on the food cl ia in ,  and cut  down on 
your  fat  in take.  For  years  doctors  have been fel l ing us  to  cut  down on fats  to  help prevent  
hear t -disease.  Here 's  another  reason to  fol low that  good advice.  
Bui whal about animals? 
DIOXIN 'IN OUR food 
Animals  dot i  t  hcu c  x\ choice t t i  changc 
fhcir  di i^ls  to  avoid di i>\ in .  Mnnv ai i i inal .s  
l ike f ish,  engl t"^.  es ,  cougars ,  dogs ni id  
cats ,  are  natural ly  carnivores ,  Wheti  they 
eat  the food t l iev ve a l \va\s  eatet i ,  d ioxins  
bui ld  up in their  b(>dies .  Thev don I have n 
choicc to  eat  a  lower fat  d ie t  l ike we do.  
Who's exposed mosi? 
Some of  us  are  a t  much higher  r isk.  For  instance,  the fol lowing people  niay be exposed to  higher  
dioxin levels ;  people  who eat  a  lot  of  f ish;  wi>rkers  involvcci  in  incinerat ion operat ions;  workers  
producing nnci  handl ing pest ic ides;  wc>rkers  a t  wood treatment  faci l i t ies  using pentachlorophenol ;  
wc^rkers  in  the bleach plant  a t  pulp and paper  mil ls ;  f i re  f ighters ;  people  exposed to  some 
industr ia l  accidents  and toxic  waste  s i tes ;  nurs ing infants ;  and people  exposed to  Agent  Orange 
during the Vietnam War.  
The best  overal l  solut ion is  to  change processes  that  re lease dioxin in  the workplace and the 
environment ,  so  dioxin is  no longer  formed.  We can s tar t  by buying cmly unbleached and 
chlor ine-free bleached paoer .  
Front  pnpe i Mil ls  '  Dioxin t ou  (  More info 1 Buyer  s  ^uide t Quest ions/comments  I Cnal i t ion Homo 
The best paper buys for the environment; 
Unbleached:  
recycled paper  that ' s  not  
re-bleached.  
Processed Chlorine-Free:  
recycled paper  bleached with 
oxvgen-based chemicals  
Total ly  Chlor ine-Free:  
non-recvcled paper  bleached with 
oxygen-based chemicals  
na  • Cofu /n^J i t  C l i i ' k  f o r k -Pc ' i i i  f t n l l c  Coa l i t i on  1997 .199S  i iU  n ^ h t s  r c ^cnr d  
http: /  /  www-niontana.com/cfpcK'  
cfpoC^mcnitana com 
I ' .O.  Box 7W. Missoula  Mr S9S(}7 
Most  recent  update  4/27 
WIN AT YOU CAIN DO 
TO qt : r  f jkloidNK our  of  rkf :  pAptin iNdusruy 
fx dioXiN OUT of  T^E ENViRONMENF 
Most  Anu'r icnns sny thcv care  about  
the e in  i ronment ,  yet  they of ten make 
ci ioices  that  unknowingiv harm the 
environment .  I  here  are  lots  of  
changes we can make to  help create  a  
more heai thv environment  and way 
of  l i fe .  
In  terms c>f d ioxin f rom the pulp ant i  paper  industry,  we can support  c leaner  indi i^^trv bv creat ing 
demand f( i r  their  products .  Wo can also supp^>rt  en\  i roi \menlal  p^>li<. ies  that  require  or  supp(>rt  
phasing al l  chlor ine-based chemicals  out  of  the  pulp aiui  paper  manufactur ing process .  
^create demand 
for chlorine-free paper 
Simie paper  mil ls  offer  unbleached chlor ine-free al ternat ives .  \Vhen we buv their  paper  products ,  
we send them the message that  we care  about  the environment ,  our  heal th ,  f ish and wiicl l i fe .  And 
we encourage other  mil ls  to  make ppsi t ive changes.  
We need to  buy unbleached and chlor ine-free bleached paper  oursehes,  and to  convince others  to  
di> the ^ame.  I ' special ly  la jge paper  users .  Ask your  new-paper ,  l i>cal ,  s la te  and federal  
g(n ernment ,  pr int  and ct^pv shop,  schoi^ls ,  food service business ,  and am one else  v(»u can think of ,  
to  buv unbleached,  processed chlor ine-free or  lolal lv  c idorine-free paper  products .  And support  
those that  are  a l ready making this  choice:  we arc  compil ing a  l is t  of  businesses  and organizat ions 
using these safer  papers .  Check i t  out ,  and help us  add to  i t .  
To be sure  you rc  buying the r ight  paper ,  see  our  paper-buyer 's  guide and quick lesson on 
chlor ine-free bleaching terms.  Tl iere 's  a  lot  of  confusion about  the meaning of  e lemental  
chlor ine-free,  " ( i t ' s  not  real ly  chlor inc or  dioxin-free!) .  A few moments  learning the names used 
for  the var ious chlor ine-free bleaching methods wil l  go a  long way.  
^support good environmental poliq^ 
Here are some resources to get you started: 
•  U.S.  Environmental  Protect i tm Agency:  Cluster  Rules  for  Pulp and Paper  Mil ls  
The U.S.  Fnvironmental  Protect ion Agcncv adopted regulat ions for  pulp and paper  
mil ls  that  are  t remendously disappt>int ing.  Ihesc regulat ions are  cal led the "Clusler  
Rules '  because t l iev address  air ,  water  and sol id  wastes .  Unfortunalelv,  they s t i l l  a l low 
mil ls  to  use chlor ine dioxide bleaching.  FPA know*;  a l l  about  the havoc dioxins  wreak on 
the eiu ' i r tMiment  and the human bodv And P.PA knows l iCI"  wil l  mean cont inued releases  
of  d ioxin-a  chen\ ical  so  toxic ,  there  is  no level  of  exposure that ' s  safe .  PPA also has  the 
same vis ion we have for  a  'mil l  of  the future  :  one with a  minimum impact  on the 
environment .  But  making that  vis ion a  real i ty  requires  a  bold s tep I t  requires  taking al l  
forms of  chlor ine-not  just  the  e lemental  form—out of  the  paper-making process .  There s  
no get t i r^g ar(>und this  fact ,  " iou can wri te  to  FPA s  Adminis t ra tor  Carol  Browner  and let  
her  know what  voi i  think of  FPA s  rule .  While  you re  at  i t .  le t  President  Cl inton and Vice 
President  A1 C^(>re know too.  
Your  s ta le  and federal  representat ives  work for  vou.  
Slay in  touch with them. Tel l  them you want  al l  
c l i lor ine-based chen\ icals  out  of  pulp and paper  
manufactur ing.  Tel l  them we need environmental  pol ic ies  
that  e l iminate  dioxin releases .  
•  Find Your Representat ives  Addresses  
D(>n t  knew vour  federal  Congressional  representatn e  s  addre^^,  plu>ne tuimber ,  or  if  
Ihev ve gol  email?  Check out  "The Zipper  input  vour  zipcode,  and i l  s  at  vour  
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f ingert ips .  
•  Find Your Represrntdl ives  Addresses:  Missoula  
NHssouIci  nron c i l i /cns;  you can f ind your  government  contmis  through the Missouin 
•  Trnck Bil ls  in  Congress  
If  v im want  to  get  real ly  involved,  there  s  an on-l ine service that  offers  the ful l  text  of  
a l l  bi l ls  in  the federal  Congress ,  the complete  text  of  the Congressional  record,  
legis la t ive schedules  and commit tee  director ies .  I t ' s  cal led Ihomas in honor  t>f  Thomas 
Jefferson.  
•  Stav informed 
Read the Clark [ 'orK-Pend Orei l le  Coal i t ion s  newslet ter ,  CnrreMfs.  and S l a v  infonned on 
pulp and paper  issues  and how you can help.  
Paper  buyer  s  guide 
Quick Lesson on chlor ine-  f ree  paper  tern\s  
Who Reaches for  Unbleached 
Newslet ter  
I Mil ls  I Dioxin I >  ou can help I More info I Buyers  guide I Quest ions/comments  I Coal i t i  
The best paper buys for the environment: 
Unbleached:  
recvcled paper  that ' s  not  
re-bleached.  
Processed Chlorine-free: 
recycled paper  bleached with 
oxygen-based chemicals  
Totally Chlorine-Free: 
non-recycled paper  bleached with 
oxygen-based chemicals  
Ci ' f 'wr / ^ ^ / i ^  C l i v k  Fork -P i ' ud  Ore i l l e  Con l i t i o i i  1997 ,199S  a l l  r i gh t s  r e se rved  
http: /  /wvvw.montana.com/cfpoc 
ctpocf^montana.com 
V  O .  Box 75-^3,  Missoula  MT 59S()7 
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BUYER'S CUICIE 
ro ENViRONMENrAlly^fRiENdly pApEn 
Nt' \ l  l inio ycu shop ft>r  p .TfH-r  pr iKli ids ,  bi iv  unbleached 
<.>r c l i lonne-frei '  
Mi^st  pr i tUets  unier  Ihe^e cUmikt,  snfer  papers ,  
and nuinv paper  sel lers  are  lunv s locking them as  wel l .  
7o knt>\v \vhich paper  products  lo  a-^k for ,  use  the 
fol lowing l is t  of  unbleached,  total ly  chlor ine-free and 
processed chlor ine-free paper  product- i .  I t  has  al l  the  
inforniat icMi you need,  including recvcled content  and 
how to C(Mitact  manufacturers  
Paper Shopping Hint: 
Not all papers labeled "chlorine free bleached" are what they appear! 
quick lesson on chlorine-free bleaching terms 
(Wait  for  this  page to  f inish loading before  U'^ing these }ink<.)  
Copy and Computer  Paper  
Text  and Wri t ing Paper  
0^.-  Coated Art  Paper  
Kitchen and f3ath Paper  Products  
».• Coffee Filtors 
Snnitnry rroducts 
\iDOrboa 
• Newsprint 
Congralulalions to Terrcl L. Armstrong \vho won our contest by designing the 
"Reach for Unbleached" logo on this p^ige. 
. \ 'OTf:; AUa'o{ 'u .  t c \ t ,  u-n t ing  a tu i  CIUUCJ  i i r t  BFLOW meet  ncui - f rcc  or  a lkalmc 
pcrmiuu ' t fcc  ' In i i i l in i i<.  
Copy and Computer Paper 
Ik'hnv a ot unbleached, processed and toiallv chlorine-tree copv, tablet and computer papers. Ask lor these papers at your 
io^.il  printer, cop\ '  .shop or paper ^eller.  
Manuiacturer phone number^ and \vel> page iink> are provided lor tiH>se who want to l(»cate local distributi>r^ or find out more 
information. 
I'aper 
Line 
Manufacturer Type 
Recycled 
Content 
Bleaching 
Method 
Deinked Phone Web Page 
Eureka 100! 
J orf jame> 
i for )u fr l \ /  lnni t -> 
Rivrr  '  
copy 
i^tlset 
]()!)•, .  
recvcled 
HKV'n p.. .  
HO: ves http; '  /www.euri 'karecvcled.com 
Uoivniown 
I 'apcr/D!'3 
Arbokem 
Cl>pV 
cover 
writing, 
printing 
rec vcled 
i45 ' \ .  
agricultural.  
p.c.,  15'^-
chalk) 
I 'cr u>uall\  hi 14/322-1317 http: /  / ai 'nputp.com 
New Life 
Dual 
Purpose 100 
Koliand 
cwt 
M/e onh' 
1(H)'; , .  
recvcled 
7>' '" P ^'  
ULT no 
2i  a/S7^^-.W5 
Canada: 
8(K)/2bS-8'>2h 
Multicopy Stora copy ncmc I£E 888/7t)7-«672 hf}y)://vvvvvv.5fora.com/cnfJish/mainmenu.html 
Kefomi, 
iVr/<ir;n.wut'  
Computer ri^rm> 
ci>mpnter, 
tablet 
lOl)".,  
rec\cleii 
25",.  p.c 
(mm.) 
uniileached ves Hn(V458-71W 
Kecvcic H)l) 
orrnsioMw/ 
proi i i ic i io i i  
O' l l l /  
c;iatfelter Mill copy 
HK)';.  
recvcled 
10': . .  p.c-
unbleached 888/7()7-btS72 http: / /  www,glatfelter.com /www / welcome.htm 
Unity UP 
tout of 
production 
10/971 
} 1 anunermill 
copy 
o H s e t ,  
r e t u r n  
llHVin 
recycled 
50"'.  p.c.,  
contnv is  
' . ' ro inuluu>Oii  
unbleached yes KOO/2-i2-21-iH h t t p :  /  /  www . h a n A m e r n i i l l .com 
Incentive 
100 
lout of 
production 
10/97) 
Springhill  a>p\'  
loo-;-, ,  
recycled 
5t)"..  p.L,,  
S. ' roUtul lV(Hhl  
unbleached ye.s SOO/S41-41-11 
Text & Writing Paper 
Below IS a li '^t unbleached. proeesNed and tot.ilK chlorine-tree U'vt and writing papers. Ask for tliese papers at vour local 
printer, copv shup or paper seller.  
Manutacturer phtnie numbers and web page links are prcu idcd tor those who want to k)cate local distril>iitt)rs or find oul more 
information. 
I'aper 
Line 
Manufacturer Type 
Recycled 
Content 
Bleaching 
Method 
Deinked Phone Web Page 
Quesf f-o\ Kiver 
script,  
(ex(, 
coyer 
100".,  
recycled 
100';.> p.c. 
unbleached ni» 8(K)/55.S-«327 
Genesis PCF iTaser I 'aper 
text,  
writing, 
c O N 'er 
50'/i> recycled 
20'; . ,  p.c." 
)X1 yes 800/5-13-:^2"7 
n()wnU)wn 
I 'apcr 
("nr3") 
Arl">oki'n"\ 
copy 
c«.>vcr, 
writing, 
printing 
>>3".: recvcled 
ay;ricultural.  
4{v;.,  pA,, 15"..  
clialK) 
m: usuall\  604/322-1317 htin:, '  /fltripulrtpni 
1 railblazer Vision l 'aper> 
tcxl and 
cover 
none (Kenal) TCF 505/294-02'^3 
tnvironment 
ncT 
C ream" 
Nt'cnah I 'aper writing norx' TCI- 800/55S-50ol hllp: '  /  wwvv,kinil>erl\  -ii , irk cnm/u'h.il  /iiiiditio 
SpeckleJone i 'rt 'nch J'aficr C (» 
uTJtJii); ,  
text,  
1 over 
1(11)",,  
recvcleJ 
2(v:..  p,c 
LOl  100 
()pti(ms 
"warn* 
\v hite" 
Moii.tw k 
tex{, 
co\ ' i 'r  
tKHH' ILl :  HOO/H43-M55 
Sandpiper [ Jon^l.jr 
uTihn^, 
text,  
c(n'cr 
ll)0"„ 
recvcfed 
100".,  PA 
unbleached U> K(Ki/267-2040 
Nalurals Domtar 
writing, 
text,  
cover 
, , 
7=^-.S()"n 
receded 
20-45".. .  p.c. 
u nt>leached, 
1 pln>l i ' r  
krn  f t  
u ' lckcr  and 
lu tv  cv lo t> 
onh/}  
no 800/267-2040 
lico Memp 
I' .cosourcf I 'apcr. 
Int.  
text,  
cover, 
Ix^nd 
ni*ie 
ILt  SlH)/h('>5-b^M4 lill |r  ' ,  isl.indnfl.coni '  -ocoili-llf /  ecosoiirco.htni 
hcu 21 
i:cos<iurcc I 'api-r,  
i i ic 
text,  
cox'cr,  
IX)IKJ 
none 
f40'. ' . .  hemp. 
40"..  fiax, 
20'- ' . .  / 
- . r i l l  he  TCr  
!n  I 'h 'S  
SlKV tHi5-6'- '44 l i l lp; '  ' isl . indm't Aoni z-ocodctl.sdiin-. ' ,htm 
C vclus 
Offset/ 
Cvclus Print 
Stora 
oftset,  
print 
100",.  
recvclcd 
KKV:., p.c. 
rai  yes S8S/707-8672 htlp:/ /vvvvw.stora.rdni /cnplish /miiinmcnvi.iitml 
Ol 
o 
Reprint Stora 
offset,  
print 
100': . .  
recycled 
50"i.  p.c. 
rcF yes 888/707-8672 
Lvolution 
100 
Holland 
writing, 
text,  
cover 
lOO'Jo 
recycled 
7S";> p.c. 
££E no 
203/878-58^^5 
Canada: 
800/2^8-8926 
Munka^ 
Munke/i 
I 'apers/Cell 
Mark 
offset none TCP ves 203/840-1725 
Pathfinder [,vons 1 alN 
text.  
(I.UKl' 
order> 
(mlvl 
varies with 
^rade 
\ aricN: 
rcr/Tci 
800/MS-4458 hUpV/www lyiviisfiilh.cuni/ 
Linen Kag Crane C\i. ,  Inc. writing 
lOO':.-.  
recycled 
30' ' . .  p.t . ,  50':<. 
cotton rag, 
20'; . .  
recovered 
flax .straw 
vcvna- 413/h84/6271 
Coated Art Paper 
Bolinv IS a list ol unbleached, processed and totally chlorine-frei* coated art papers. Ask h'r these papers at your local printer, 
copy shop i>r paper seller.  
Manufacturer piione numbers and wel< page links are prc^videtl for those who want t«.» locate local di>trihutors or find out more 
inh>rmation. 
Paper Line Manufacturer Type 
Recycled 
Conlenl 
Bleaching 
Method 
Deinked Phone Well I'age 
ikono + Mega Zanders USA 
coated 
art 
paper 
sov.,  
recvclc'd 
20':; .  p.o. 
ves H8S/3()5-92yi htip:/ /wvvw.ipapt-r.roni/iprorp/brands /printir 
MuitiArt,  
Multil 'rint,  
G-Print 
Stora 
coated 
art 
paper 
iu>nc' TCF H«S/707-8672 hltp: /  /www.slora.st ' /cni^Iish 
Phoeniv-lmpcrial,  
Phoeno-Grand 
I 'hoeno-Star, 
jdti PariluK 
ScheuJelen 
coated 
art 
paper 
IX MX' S(KI/551-247() littp: /  /\\ 'ww,dt 'si}'ns( 'r\  fr.nl /niodo/si hi-utrlen 
Allegro, l .arg(),  
Kenato 
litberisl 
coaled 
art 
paper 
50-1 ()()•;. .  
r iTVclfii  
U)-25':„ 
p.C. 
yi ' . ' '  
Kitchen and Bath Paper Products 
(k'low IS a list of unbicached, processed and totally chlorine-free kitchcn and bath paper products. Ask for them at your local 
grocery drug or department store. You could also encourage vour local fitod service businesses to provide these sator product.s.  
Manufacturer phone numbers and web pnge links are provided lor those who want to locale local distributors (tr hnd out more 
inlormation. 
Ik'iause tfu'  Clark l ork-Pend t^reille CCaiition based in Missoula, Montana, wv ha\ e idi-titihiHl local distnb\H(»rs lor tnanv i»l 
theM' priniucts. 
Paper Line Manufacturer Products 
Recycled 
Content 
Bleaching 
Method 
Phone Web Page 
Envision 
i ort )anie> 
( for furr l i /  I  or !  
Ho ' i iu jr i i )  
toilet paper, 
napkins, perforated, 
loid and roll towels 
1007,, 
recycled 
p.c. 
unbleachcd 414/435-8S21 http: /  /  www.forthoward com 
Second Nature 
Plus 
a.k.a. 
"Larth Tlu^'* 
VVjsconsui 7 issue 
toilet paper 
napkins, perforated, 
fold and roll l4>\vels 
urn./ 
KK)';. .  post 
a*nsunier 
unbleached SOO/451-.3S95 
Ixosoft H.i\ VVfst 
toilet paper, 
pertorated, fold and 
mil titvvt ' l^, dcurv 
towels 
recycled 
2(M()*:o p.c. 
in 8()0/723-(K)0H 
Seventh 
Generation 
Sfvc-nth (letiL'ration 
toilet paper, 
napkins, pcrk>raled, 
!old and roll towels, 
paper plates 
recycled 
33-100';. ,  p.c. 
unbleached 
and PCt'  
800/456-1177 
April Sofl/Fiesla 
Atlantic I 'ackaj;ini; 
Products, l . td. 
toilet paper, roll 
towels, napkins 
100';. .  
recycled 
50'; . .  p.c. 
PO: 
2U3/377-lb63 
Canada; 
41h/29S-555S 
Chantiliy, 
Envirologic, 
Sup-R-Bulk 
Wood Wvant. Inc. 
toilet paper, 
napkins, perforated, 
fold and roll towels 
recycled 
95% p.c. 
PCF 
Canada: 
403/255-92(X} 
Coffee Filters 
Manvitactiirers <^1 unbleached cofJee filters arc !(»(» numerous (o list.  I .ook for tlic (ell-tale wami brown color at vour local grocery 
store 
Ul 
CO 
Sanitary Products 
Hflovv i.s n ol unblenriu'd. processed and lotalK chlortne-free sanjl.ir\ '  products. Ask ior  tliese products nt your K)cal grocery, 
drug or drpartnient store. 
Manufacturer ph(>ne numbers and web page links are provided for those who want to localc local.distrlbutors or find out more 
intorniation. 
Paper Line Manufacturer Products 
Bleaching 
Method 
Phone Web Page 
Eco-fem tco-tem I'rtrducts 
regular and mavi 
pads, pantvimers 
and cotton tampons-
KT TO/272-29-i2 
Natracarc 
Hodywisf (UK) 
LimJled 
regular and slender 
pads, pantviiners 
and c(illon lamjn>n-> 
TCP K{)(l/7%-2872 
Seventh 
Generation 
Seventh Cieneration 
regular and thin 
pads, pantviiners 
and cotton tampons 
TCF H0(l/-15(>-n77 
terra fcmmc 
Bio/I^usiness 
liUernatu^nal 
tampons, cloth pads, 
diapers and nursing 
pads 
TCF 416/539-83^8 http; /  /  www.wrb.net /terrafemme/ 
Eco Yam hco Yarn Co. tampons ICF htrp:/ /  vvu'^v.bv^e.se^\•e.fom.;)u /HcoYnrn/jndex.htm) 
Manv Mtnms Manv Minms 
tampons, pads, 
panlvhners, 
washable pads and 
panf\ '  l iners 
ra http; /  /  www.padficcoast.net/ -manymoon-^/ 
Ul 
Cardboard 
Manufacturers ot unbieacht 'd cardboard are too numerous to list.  Look for the tell-tale warm brt)vvn color. And be sure to encourage 
anvone still  u^ing bleached boxes to switch to unbleached; pizza tastes just as good, il  not better,  Irom a brown box! 
Paperboard 
Paper Line Manufacturer Type 
Kccycled 
Content 
lileaching 
Method 
Deinked Phone Web Page 
Aurocard 
TCF/Chromocard TCF 
Stora 
graphic 
bonrd 
none HI 88«/707-«b72 htip:/ /stoni-paporhoard.roni 
Newsprint 
Paper Line Manufacturer Type Recycled Content Bleaching Method Deinked Phone Web Page 
Manistjque newsprint 
100"" recycled 
25' 'u p.c. 
unbleached yes 800/743-238'^'  
The best paper buys for the environment: 
Unbleached: Processed Chlorine-Free; Totally Chlorinc-Frcc: 
recycled paper that 's not rccyclcd paper blcaciu'd with ncni-rccvcled paper bleachcd with 
re-bleached. dxygen-based chemicals owgcivbased chemicals 
Copi /r i^ i i t  Chirk  Fork-rc iu i  Lhr iUc Cool i t ion  1997.199S al l  r i ' ^ l i t< rc<cnrd  
http:/ /w vvw.inontana.com/ctpoc 
cfpoc@montana.com 
I\().  Ikix Missoula MI S'- 'HO? 
Most recent update4/23/ '^8 
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Buyers beware! Papers labeled "elemental 
chlorine free" are chlorine-bleached papers 
in disguise! 
Tilo pciper indu.stry h.is recogni/ed peoples inleresl in getting 
chlorinated chemicals out of the blenching process. And they ve 
come up with the misleiiding term "elemental chlorine free." This 
process substitutes chlorine dioxide (or other chlorinated 
chemicals) for pure ("elemental") chlorine gas. Technically, this 
does lower the dioxin relea'^es to below detection." But with 
dio.vin, that 's not saving much. r\  en with the use of chlorine gas, 
dioxins in pulp mill water discharges are barely above the 
detection limits of modern scici\ce. Yet over time these tiny, yet 
continuous, releases of dioxins build up lo dangerous levels in the 
tood chain. 
The only real  solution to the dioxin problem is  lo get  ALL of the chlorine out  of 
paper-making.  You will  be able to choose the r ight  paper,  made without ANY 
chlorine,  if  you remember just  a  few simple terms: 
Unbleached 
Recvcled papers that have not been re-bleached. 
Processed Chlorine Free ^ 
Recvcleci papers bleached with oxvgen, ozone or hydrogen peroxide instead of chlorine chemicals. 
Totally Chlorine Free 
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Nini-rccvcled pnper? bloc'chotl with oxygen, (>zone or hydrogen peroxide instead of chlorine 
chemic.ils-
Elemental Chlorine Free 
Papers bleached w th chk^ine dioxide or sodium hvpochliiritc instead i>f chlorine gas. Tliese 
chomicals still  contain chlorine, so this process still  produces dioxins!!! 
Paper buyer s guide 
Quick l,ess(Mi on chlt>rine- free paper terms 
Who Reaches for Unbleached 
Montana paper product distributors 
F'ront page I Mills I Dioxin i  Yuu c M(^re info I 
The best paper buys for the environment: 
Unbieiiched: 
recycled paper that 's not 
re-bleached. 
Processed Chlorine-Free: 
rccvclcd paper bleached with 
oxygen-based chemicals 
Totally Chlorine-Free: 
non-recycled paper bleachcd with 
oxygen-based chemicals 
Clark  Fork-rc i id  Oni lk  Coal i t ion  1997.199i< t i l l  rc^cnni  
http:/ /  w^s•w•mo^ta^a-com/'cfpoc 
cfpoc@montann.com 
r.O. Box 7593, Missoula MT 5^807 
Most reccnt update 4/27/98 
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Montana Distributors for Kitchen and Bath Paper 
Products 
Paper Line Manufacturer Products 
Recycled 
Content 
Bleaching 
Method 
Distributor for 
Missoula 
Fnvision/Acclaim Fort H(>vvard 
toilet paper, 
napkins, 
perforated, fitld 
and roll tovvi. ' ls 
100"..  
recvcled 
p.i-
unbleached 
Ireec\cle 
106/^49-4572 
Second Nature Plus 
a .k.a. 
"Earth Plus" 
Wisconsin Tissue 
toilet paper, 
napkins, 
perforated, fold 
and roll towels 
U)0"..  
recycled 
I0(r:.  p.c. 
unbleached 
Svsco 
406/247-1100 
Ecosoft (iav \Vcst 
toilet paper, 
perforateti,  fi>ld 
and roll l(nvels. 
dairv towels 
10(1"..  
rec\ cled 
2()-4{)":.  p.c 
hydrogen 
per(.>\ide 
bleached (PCF) 
Montana Broom & 
Brush 
406/723-5650 
Paper buyor's guide 
Quick Lcs.^un on chioripc- froc paper 
Who Roachcs for Unbleached 
Ntoiitnnn paper product dislributc^rs 
IVont pap;^-'  '  '  U'oxin I Yo-j v.m help '  More info 1 Buyers yiuido i Oue^>tions/ comments I Conlititm 1 Inme 
The best paper buys for the environment; 
Unblcached: Processed Chlorine-Free; Totally Chlorine-Free: 
recvcled paper that-s not rccvcled paper bleached with non-recycled paper blcachcd with 
re-blcachcd. owgen-ba-^cd clienucals owgen-bascd chemicals 
C ( ' / ' i . 'Mv'. 'f  CJii '-  !  iwI,-r^jfJ iVi ifu'  CoitJifjc!! iJh'  rc^crrnf 
1 ly^  ̂̂ •u^vv i;v. ntatia cimiipoc 
< . f p c H  ' 7 n \ t n ^ t a t . o r n  
r.O 7593, M:<MHi!a Mr5^>S()7 
M o ^ t  r e c e n t  u p L i . i S e  4 / 2 ' ^ / ^ ' S  
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WIHO REACHES 
foR 
UR^BLEACL^IED 
More and nu>re pet^plc <iic c<ifi.hing on to llu? irnp(>rli\ncc of using 
unblcMched and chliTinc-frcc pdpor. Ik'low is a •^anipling of busiiu'sse:? and 
govcrnn^cnl a>;encics that are making it a prit^ritv to choo?.o thoso cleaner, 
safer paper prc>ducts. 
{If vc»u know of a business, school or agenc\ '  that s making Ihis positive 
choice, let us know so we can add to the list!) 
% Copy Shops 
• Manv Kinko s Copies stores carrv Hureka 100! processed chlorine-frec copv paper. Ask for 
i t!  
Transportation 
•  Alaska and Horizon Airlines use unbleached napkins. 
% Books/Calalogs/Calendars 
• Vince Bagli 's 1998 Sports Calendar is printed on totallv ch]()rine free paper. 
•  The new book l . t i kc  h'l/jvrjor 5/( 'ri/  tuui  <yin l  by JoIh^ and Mary Malian is printed on 
processed chlorine-free paper 
•  l^cuba Times is printed on totallv ciili>rine free paper. 
•  World Watch magazine is printed cm totally chl(>rine free paper 
•  !kea furniture catalogs are printed (ni totallv chlorine free paper. 
• Pnlagonia catalogs arc printed oh totally chh^rine free paper. 
U.S. Govemmenl 
• The U.5. Environmental Protection Agencv. Region 10. uses fnireka !()(!>! processed 
chlorine-free paper. 
•  1995 1040 Federal Income Tax forms were printed on unbleached paper. 
% State Government 
• riie State of Vermont just bought reams of prtnessed chlorine-tree copier paper. 
•  The States of CVegon and Minnesota use some cltk^rine-free bleached paper 
City Government 
• The Cities i^f Missoula, ML Heihue WW, Chicago and Seattle .^11 u-^o some unblenched 
or chlorine-free bleached pap^T 
% Schools/Educational Instilulions 
• 1 he L'ni\ er '^ilv of Montana u^es st>mi' unblenched and chhirine-fri 'e bleached paper. 
•  The Chicago Jc>hn C., Shcdd Acquarium u<es chh^rine-free bleached paper. 
% Food Scrvice 
• Starbucks uses unbleached tiapkins and paper cup hc^Iders. 
•  Restaurants and t>ther food serv ice bu'^ines'^e'^ in Mi'^soula, Montana using unbleached 
napkin>^; Magels on !3road\s'a\ ' ,  Bernites Bakerw Ihe Black Hog Cafe Break Espresso, 
Butterfly Herbs, Treddys Feed 5c Read. The Hob Nob, lunga lince and MacKeii/.ie River 
Pi/i 'a.  
•  World Wraps it\  San Diego u'^e^ unbleached napkin^. 
Environmental Organizations 
• N'lunerous en\ iiojimental k-rgani/atii 'M'- ^-upptu t pha^itjg oui prtn ^ a m i  puKlucts that 
create dii^xins aiui are helping bv i hoo«-ing unbli ached aiui i  hli-rine-free paper. 
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Dt>n t forget,  this is just n partial list.  Melp us add to it! 
Peeper buyers );uidc 
^  Quick Lesson on chlorine- free paper tcrnis 
i t .  Who Reaches for Unbleachcd 
^  Montaiia paper product distributors 
Frcnt pa^e I Mills I Uioxin I You cnn help I More info I Buyer guide ' OuestKMi^:. comment? '  Co.ilition 1 kimt-
The best paper buys for the environment: 
Unbleached: Processed Chlorine-Free: Totally Chlorine-Free: 
recvcled paper that 's not recycled paper bleached with n(*n-rccy(.led paper bleached with 
re-bloached. oxvpen-based chemicals mygen-based chemicals 
C( ' i>ur i ;^h l  Chirk  Fcrk-Pciu i  i .h t - ' Jk '  Coi i l i t iou  I .? / /  nx' t l" !  rescnni  
littp:/ /  www montana.com/cfpoc 
cfpoc?j 'montana.ccim 
r.C\ Bo\ 7343, Missoula MT5^S07 
Most recent update 4/23/ '- . 'S 
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MORE iNfoRMATioN 
Newsletter: stay informed on paper and dioxin issue? with Currt 'afs 
Glossary of paper-related terms. 
Links: to other sites with good information about paper dioxin, and organochlorines-
Front page I Mills > Dioxin I You can help 1 More Info I Buyer s guide I Ouestkms/commcnts 1 Coalition Home 
The best paper buys for the environment: 
Unbleached: Processed Chlorine-Free: Totally Chlorine-Free: 
recycled paper that 's not recycled paper blcached with noivrecyclcd paper bleached with 
re-bleached. oxygen-based chemicals oxygen-based chemicals 
Copxfr ight  Chirk  Fork-Pvud Orci l lc  Cci i l i l io i i  ' l '?97A99S oi l  reserved  
http://www.montana.com/cfpoc 
cfpoc^montana.com 
r.O. Box 7593, Missouia MT 39B07 
Most rccent update4/23/^8 
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NEWSIETTER: 
CURRENTS 
Below you will find a selection of Ciirrc t i t s  articles about dioxin and paper 
issues. 
Cwm-nfs is the bi-monthly newsletter of the Clark l ork-Pend Oreille 
Coalition. Tippies covered range from mining, nutrient pollution, and 
Supcrfund cleajiups to industrial toxics like dioxins. To receive Currents at 
your home or business, along with periodic action alerts and the opportunity 
to participate in our phone chain, join the Coalition. 
•  Dioxin Hide & Seek at Stone Container March/April 1998 
•  Cluster Rules Signed: path of least progress taken. November/December 1997 
•  Stone Container Vice President Wright is Wrong About Dioxins September/October 1997 
•  Shopping Hints for Healthy Water May/lune 1997 
•  Chlorine Hxposed Scptember/October 1996 
•  TCF: The Bright Side of Bleached luiy/August 19% 
•  Chlorine Blues: Railroad Spill  in Montana May/lune 
•  Dioxin: Unwanted Guest March/April 1996 
•  Stone Watch May/lune 1995 
Newsletter: stay informed on paper and dioxin issues with Cnrrtnfs 
Glossary of paper-related terms. 
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Links: to olher sites with good information about p.iper dioxin, and organochlorines. 
ront page 1 Mills 1 Dk>xin I You can help I More info \ Buyer's guide 
The best paper buys for the environment: 
Unbleached: 
recyclcd paper that 's not 
re-bleached. 
Processed Chlorine-Free: 
recycled paper bleached with 
oxvgen-based chemicals 
Totally Chlorine-Free: 
non-recycled paper bleached with 
oxygen-based chemicals 
-••..OUW>T?W;v-. 
Copvr i^hl  Cl tuk  Fork-Pciu i  Orei l le  Coal i t ion  1997,1998 t i l l  r i ;^J i t s  reserved  
http:/ /  wwvv.montana.com/cfpoc 
cfpoc^montana.com 
P.O. Box 7593, Missoula MT 59807 
Most recent update 4/23/98 
CURRENTS March/Aprill998 
As is the case with most of the Clark Fork River basin s environmental ills,  the dioxin issue at Stone Container's 
Frenchtown pulpmill has its "knowns"and its "unknowns." Tlie knowns add up to this; We know that Stone's 
bicaching proccss emits dioxin. We know that dioxin is one of the most toxic human-made chemicals ever studied. 
We know that it  collects in the tissues of living organisms, and can trigger a whole host of serious health problems. 
Then there's the unknowns; We don't know exactly where Stone's dioxin goes after it  leaves their bleach plant. We 
also don't  know how severe the chemical 's impacts on people living in the Missoula Valley are. Nor do we know the 
kind of damage dioxin is causing the Clark Fork River. 
These arc some big unknowns fc»r a chemical as dangerous as dioxin. That 's whv the Coalition eagerly awaited the 
release of Stone's dioxin study, which sampled fi-h and sediments in the river near the pulpmill.  (The Coalition 
pushed the state of Montana work dioxin sampiing into Stone's 1995 wastewater discharge permit.) Completed in 
late 1997. the study involved a one-lime sampling for a range of dioxins in fine-grained sediment from the Clark 
Fork above and below Stone's discharge points, as well as a composite sample from five mountain whilefish in the 
river above and below the pulpmill.  
Here's what Stone found: 
Sample Upstream Downstream 
ISedimentJ 0.0674 ppl riZQl|0.0156 ppt TEQ | 
Irish 1 0.160 ppl TI:Q |0.2b7pptTEQ 1 
(ppt means parts per trillion, or picogram per grani, and TUQ is a way of 
expressing total toxicity for dioxin and dioxin-like compounds) 
So what do these numbers tell us? First,  some caveats: Stone s study has only a couple data points—one upstream, 
and one down—so it 's statistically impossible to know if tl>e difference between Ihe numbers is random error or 
real-world variance. And of course, with respect to the fish data, there's the pesky fact that niountain whitefish 
like to travel—sometimes 40 to 60 miles from home—so there's no tolling whether the sampled fish spent any 
significant time near the mill at all .  
Keeping these limitations in mind, let 's look at the numbers; 
Sediments 
According to Stone's samples, total dioxin in sediment above the mill is higher than it is below the mill,  meaning 
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one of three things: either I) the mill isn't  dischnrging any significant amount of dioxin into the river; or 2) tlie 
study is flawed; or 3) the dioxin is going elsewhere. 
Tlic first scenario, can be ruled oul straight off.  We know Stone produces dioxin. VVc kiiow that because the company's 
dioxin tests of their bleach plant effluent say so. Scenario #2—3 botched study-is a clear possibility. When 
compared to liPA s dioxin studies. Stone's numbers look suspect. They're only a quarter of the "background"levels 
reported by the agency for sediments in water not even near any obvious industrial source. Scenario #3 also has 
potential,  since dioxin isn't  very water soluble and tends to attach itself to organic matter,  where it  could get into 
groundwater, soil,  and even air.  Bottom line: we need a more thorough study of the issue. 
Fish 
SlotK^'s study shows that fish below the mill have 67 percent more dioxin in their bodies than fish above the mill.  
Despite Ihe more believable conclusion-that Stone is discharging significant amounts of dioxin into the river—lhe 
numbers still  raise some red flags and make scenarios 2 and 3 from above strong candidates here, as well.  For 
starters, Stone's fish dioxin levels just don't  jibe with liPA's. They're about half what the agency shows for fish 
that don't  live anywhere near a dioxin-producing industry. Once again, this type of discrepancy points to a 
defective study, probably due to lack of data. 
What about the possibility that the dioxin at the mill is being elusive—that it 's there, but just not where Stone 
tests are taking place? This theory, again, has possibilities. And again, it 's because Stone's numbers depart 
dramatically from EPA's. As part of the agency's "104 Mill Study "--which looked at dioxin in effluent, pulp, and 
sludge at all  104 chlorine bleaching mills in the US—liPA discovered that dioxin in Stone s bleached pulp was close 
to the nation-wide median, but their sUidge and effluent dioxin concentrations were much lower than average: 
about 10 times lower for effluent, almost 1,000 times lower for sludge. 
Translation? Dioxin is likely being held up somewhere at the mill.  Perhaps in Stone's wastewater treatment 
system, at the bottom of the settling basin, holding ponds, or in the aeration and stabilization basins. Or maybe the 
dioxin is dumped in the sludge that Stone burns in Ihcir waste-fuel boiler.  Wherever it 's hiding, the dioxin needs to 
be found. This is a chemical lhat doesn't  break dcnvn easily once produced. It will  eventually end up someplace 
where it will  cause severe damage. 
So far, dioxin studies at Stone have left us with more questions than answers. As the company's discharge permit 
comes up agam for renewal, the Coalition will continue to push Montana s Department of Environmental Quality to 
require Stone to do a lot more comprehensive dioxin testing. We'll  let you know when it 's t ime for you to put the 
pressure on, as well.  Questions in the meantime? Call Elisa Lynch at 406/542-0539, or wrile her at 
elynch@wildrockies.org. 
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Thanks to the EPft's new "cluster rule," all 
paper produced In this countiy will now be at 
least "elemental chlorine-free," (ECF). Isthb 
piogress? Not the kind weVe been hoping for. 
path of least progress 
CURRENTS November/December 1997 
Cluster rules finally signed: unfortunately, EPA takes the path of least 
resistance and least progress 
Thanks to Ihe EFA's new "cluster rule/ '  all  paper produced in this country will now be at least "elemental 
chlorine-free/* (ECF). Is this progress? Not the kind we ve been hoping for. ECF is simply not as chlorine-free as it  
sounds. Instead of the gas or elemental form of chlorine, ECF uses the oxygenated form. So chlorine is still  in there, 
meaning dioxins are, too. 
llnat 's tremendously disappointing. EPA knows all about the havoc dioxins wreak oi^ the environment and the 
human body. And EPA knows ECF will mean continued releases of dioxin—a chcmical so toxic, there is no level of 
exposure that 's safe. 
EPA also has the same vision we have for a "mill of the future": one with a minimum impact on the environment. 
But making that vision a reality requires a bold step. It requires taking all forms of chlorine—not just the elemental 
one—out of the paper-making process. There s no getting around the fact.  
There's also no getting around the fact that the payoffs for taking that bold step are huge. Without chlorine, dioxin 
releases to water would be cut to zero. Without chlorine s corrosive influence, mills could recycle most of their water 
instead of discharging it--along with other pollutants— into rivers, lakes and marine environments. EPA's cluster 
rule achieves none of this. And because it means big capital investments to convert to ECF, the cluster rule will only 
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harden industry to the r\ext inevitable step—the switch to totally chlorine-free. 
Apparently EPA thinks TCP is still  too experimental-a point many successful TCP operations in Europe would 
dispute. But even by EPA standards, there s at least one component of TCP that 's not at all  experimental and should 
have figured into the cluster rule: extended cooking and oxygen delignification. This production method removes 
additional lignen from the pulp, allowing for less intensive bleaching. It also makes TCP's hydrogen peroxide or 
ozone bleaching techniques feasible. If combined with ECP bleaching technologies, cooking and oxygen 
delignification decrease dioxin releases only slightly. But by incorporating the method now, pulp mills would be 
well-positioned to try TCP in the future. Although the cluster rule is unsatisfactory overall,  it  has a few minor 
bright points that suggest progress: 
Air and water both considered: 
This rule-aptly named the "cluster rule" --was issued jointly under the Clean Water Act and the Clean Air Act. As 
such, it  gets out of the one-mcdium-view-of-pollution trap that has characterized past rules. Its focus is on reducing 
overall emissions, and it recognizes the danger of simply shifting pollution from one medium to another. 
Dioxiiis not eliminated, but at least reduced: 
Substituting chlorine dioxide for chlorine gas does rcduce releases of dioxins and other toxic chlorinated chcmicals, 
such as chloroform. When dealing with a chemical as toxic and persistent as dioxin, however, total elimination is 
the only sensible solution. 
New mills go by stronger rules than existing mills: 
EPA didn t entirely turn its back on cooking and oxygen delignification. Tlie agency is requiring that new mills and 
mills making major additions use tlu>se production methods. No doubt, these mills will end up investing more up 
front, but will probably enjoy a competitive advantage in the long-run. 
Inccnti\  es arc provided to go beyond minimun\ requirements of rule: 
This rule is the first of its kind to give incentives for industry to go beyond minimum requirements of ECP technology 
Tlie cluster rules 'Voluntary Advanced Tech!\ology Incentives Program " offers mills three incentives to commit to 
advanced levels of environmental performance: 1) extended compliance time; 2) reduced monitoring; and 3) public 
recognition. It 's hard to say how many mills will bite, but at least some form of inducements to think beyond ECP are 
in place. 
Monthly dioxin testing required: 
The new rule requires mills to test for dioxins each month. In 1995, the Coalition asked Montana's Department of 
Environmental Quality to require the same of Stone Container. It  makes sense. This is a dangerous family of 
chemicals, and it 's critical that mills get a complete picture of dioxin releases into the environment. 
EPA is still  taking data and comments on the TCP option: 
EPA admits thev don't  have all the data on TCP bleaching, and ha.« asked the public to continue to submit comments 
and data on this option. So the case for TCP is far from closed. Is a stronger rule a possibility in the not-so-distant 
future? Hard to say, though, resistance from industry is virtually a guarantee. 
TCP is the natural and most economic investment on the path towards the "mill of the future." While ECP-dubbed 
"Eventuallv Chlorine-free" by one Swedish paper cc^mpany—is a sorry nod toward cleaner technologies, tl^e work is 
far from over. Clean water advocates need to continue to persuade EPA to make a stronger rule, to push paper mills 
to go TCP, and to help create consumer demand for paper that 's compatible with healthy environments and healthy 
human communities. Por more on the topic, call Elisa Lynch at 406/542-0539. Or check out EPA s web site on the 
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Cluster Rules. 
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Mr. Wright is Wrong 
about Dioxin at Stone 
CURRENTS Scptember/October 1997 
Stone Container's Vice President says there's no dioxin at any of their 
mills. Then why does Stone's Missoula lab show otherwise? 
\Vc just rcccivcd a letter from Stone Container s Senior Vice President and Genera! Manager, Harold Wright, 
tissuring us that dioxins are not a problem at Stone s mills: "Fortunately, dioxin has not been detected at the 
Missoula mill . . .  All of Stone's mills report no detectable dio.xin in effluent," Mr. Wright wrote. 
The letter s reassuring tone was somewhat compromised by a quarterly report we d received just a week earlier from 
Stone s Missoula lab. Reporting on dioxm tests in the mill 's bleach plant filtrate, the lab analysis showed 
2.3,7,8-TCDD at 16 parts per quadrillion. This is the most toxic of all  dioxins, and it 's no stranger to the mill.  Lab 
reports for June 1995 also found 2,.\7,8-TCDD. And three of its slightly-less lethal-but-still-dangerous cousins 
iippearcd in September 1995 and December 19%. 
So what's the story? Can't Stone read its own lab analyses? Perhaps Mr. Wright thinks 16 parts per quadrillion is 
so smal!--"lhe equivalent of one second in 32 million years," as Stone is fond (>f saying—that it 's not really there. 
Well,  in the world of dioxins, parts per quadrillion is an enormous concern. True, it 's barely above the dioxin test 's 
detection limit.  But that says more about the inadequacy of testing technologies than it does about the severity of 
this toxic chemical.  
Pact: dioxin is highly toxic, it 's persistent,  and it accun\u!ates. So releases measured in parts per quadrillion can 
build up over lime and cause serious health problems, especially for those of us at the top of the food chain. Fish 
contamination data collected at the Maine Department of rnvirt>nmental Protection back this up-even when 
dioxins were undetectable in mill effluent, dioxins still  built  up to dangerous levels in the fillets of gamefish living 
below kraft bleach mills.  
Which begs the question: "Is there evidence of dioxin in the Clark Fork River below Stone?"'  At the moment, it 's 
hard to say, Stone s 1995 wastewater discharge permit,  issued by M(Milana s Department of Environmental Quality 
(UEQ), required one test for dioxin«; in fish during the three years remaining in the permit cycle. Tl\e word is, this 
test has just been done, but the results aren't  yet in. Even so, one test every three years on a migratory organism is 
hardly an adequate measure of food chain impacts. 
It"s t ime for some more thorough and varied dioxin studies at Stone. Bleach plant effluent isn"t the only "hot spot" 
for dioxin testing. The organic solid waste (aka, "sludge") that 's left over after pulping and bleaching are also 
potential sinks for dioxin. 
At their Missoula mill.  Stone dries sludge in the new dewatering facility and "recycles" it  into fuel for their waste 
fuel boiler.  Although this particular sludge hasn't  been tested for dioxins, other sludges at other bleached pulp 
mills have. And, yes—according to the EPA's "Dioxin Reassessmenf-those tests turned up relatively high dioxin 
levels. So what happens when Stone burns the sludge in the fuel boiler? Probably the same thing that happens 
with all other dioxin-contaminated incineration processes: dioxin gets released into the air.  That makes Stone's 
"recycling" practice extremely disturbing. The ultimate resting place for dioxins in the environment is the bottoms of 
rivers and oceans. So that makes the Clark Fork River the ultimate resting spot for the dangerous byproducts from 
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Stone's bleaching and vvnsle incineration processes. 
Getting a clear picturc of dioxin releases and impacts from Stone's Missoula mill is only a first step. The neccssary 
next step is for Stone to lake chlorine out of the mill 's bleach process altogether. If Stone switched to a totally 
chlorine-free operation, they'd eliminate dioxin and other chlorinated chemical releases to the river. And without 
the corrosive effects of chlorine, the mill could "close the loop" or recycle their wastewater—an enormous step 
forward for water quality in the Clark Fork River basin. 
But back to that first step. Clean water activists will get a chance to weigh in on dioxin monitoring at Stone vcrv 
shortly. The mill 's wastewater discharge permit is up for renewal by DUQ, and if all  goes as planned, there will be 
a public hearing before a tentative permit gets issued. Tlie date hasn t been set because DliQ is waiting for the EPA 
to finalize their long-overdue "Cluster Rules" for pulp and paper bleaching methods. Keep on eye on Currents for 
more on Stone s permit,  the cluster rules, hearing dates, and comment possibilities. Questions in the meantime? Give 
HUsa Lynch a call at 406/542-0539 
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Shopping Hints for Healthy Water 
CURRENTS May/June 1997 
As a Currents reader, you know that healthy water is much more than a 
pretty picture—more than a deep emerald pool, or a roiling torrent, or a white 
splash and foam. Not apparent in the pretty picture is the fact that healthy 
water needs to be free of pollutants - especially life- altering chemical pollutants 
like dioxin, a byproduct of chlorine-bleaching. 
To make sure the health of the Clark Fork matchos its photo-aibum look, advocates have some work to do on fhe 
matter of chlorinc - particularly since FPA is not going to do it for us. The agency has decided to continue to let pulp 
and paper mills use chlorine chcmicals in their bleaching seqvience. So people who carc about healthy waters need 
to stand up and ask for n change. 
(.>ne wav to do that is througli the power of llie market. To this end, tl^e Coalition is running a basin-wide "Reach 
fi^r Unbleaciied" campaign to jumpstart the demand for paper produced with clean chlorine-free techniques. You can 
be a part of this effort by taking a simple but significant step: Buy unbleached and chlorine-free bleached when 
making a paper-prt^duct purchase. 
To help you take this step, we've distilled much of our research on the issue into a brochure titled, 'Reach for 
Unbleached." Tlie brochure which members received in the mall last year tells you why it 's important to make 
the switch and lists office and printing papers from which to choose. Now we have a list of unbleached household 
papers yoii can reach for, too. Here are some you might try: 
foUct  pnf 'cr :  Fnvision Natural Unbleached. Second Nature Plus, Seventh Generation 
paper  torreLc  Ecosofl,  Envision Natural Unbleached, Second Nature Plus, Seventh Generation 
cof fee  f i l ters :  too numerous to list! Look for the tell-tale brown color 
Envision Natural Unbleached, Second Nature Plus, Seventh Generation 
payer  p la tes:  Seventh Generation 
f eminine  hygiene:  Natracare, Seventh Generation 
fac ia l  t i s sue:  Seventh Generation 
Although these are the main brands you II find, there are others out there. And if you ki ' tow what to look for on the 
labels, you'll  be able to make the right choice. 
The kev to informed shopping is: no chlorine. So doii t be lured by industry s n\isleadiitg label "elemental chlorine 
free." ECF (as it 's called) is bad news. It still  uses a chlorinated bleaching process, it  still  releases dioxins, but it  just 
doesn't  use the elemental (or gas) form of chlorine. So to make certain vour purchase is dioxin-free, steer clear of 
ECF The right choice will say. unbleached, " or "processed chlorine free," or totally, chlorine free." 
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If vour grcKcr or drugstore docsn l carry nny unblcachcd or truly chlorinc-frce paper products, ask Ihcm to start, nnd 
ill the meantime, go where you can find them. And spread the word. Do you have a favorite restaurant or coffee 
slu">p? Ask them to use dioxin-free napkins, paper towels, and toilet paper. Next time you order pizza to-go, check 
the box color: Is it unbleached? If not why not? Refuse to take your pizza in a bleached box and tell Ihem it's time to 
reach for unbleached! 
Some businesses have already made the right choice. A Coalition member brought in an unbleached napkin after a 
flight with Horiztm Air - it had hltMched free process" stamped riglit on it. l-lelp us with our program to recognize 
businesses in the basin that ha\ o taken the step to reach for unbleached. Let us know when you find one, or if you 
own one. 
Vou can support clean paper-making in the US by buying clean paper products. Your wisely- spent dollar will help 
hang polluters out to dry and give them incentives to stop traslung our air, our water, and our health. 
Por.more information or a "Reach for Unbleached" brochure, call riisaj.ynch at the Coalition office, 406/542-0539. 
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The biggest obstacle blocking efforts to eliminate dioxin is a lack of public 
awareness. So says Gordon Durnil, former chair of the International Joint 
Commission (I]C), which - under his leadership in 1992 -recommended a 
phase-out of chlorine. The US-Canadian agency cited chlorine's toxic 
byproducts, including dioxin, as the underlying reason for the 
recommendation. 
"Most people don'l believe Ihnt there is an environmental health problem. " he said on a speakuig tour recently. 
Meanwhile, "wo re doing things unknowingly that change DNA, so that your child or grandchild will be different 
than they would have been." 
Durnil recently finished a book about his conversion to cnvironn\cntalism, Tlic Making of a Conservative 
Environmentalist, and is on a speaking tour, which included several stops in Montana this fall. He was not an 
environmentalist when President Bush appointed him to the IJC in 1989. As Durnil describes it, he was a 
conservative republican who knew next to nothing about pollution, and had a predisposition to side with industry. 
Charged with overseeing the health of the Great Lakes, Durnil and the commission s five other members look on 
the project of examining the evidence against chlorine. He said he found out quickly that industry simply doesn't 
have the science to back up claims that chlorine is safe. Most industries, he says, just don't bother looking at health 
effects. But fortunately, some scientists in the research community do. As a result, there are now numerous studies of 
animal health and accidental human exposures to chlorine, which link dioxin to a whole host of common and 
serious health problems. 
Tlie IJC saw enough evidence against chlorine to become convinced that chlorine byproducts are damaging the Great 
Lakes and jeopardizing human health. The solution, according to Durnil? Prevention. From a human health 
standpoint, he says, it 's the safest strategy and the least expensive to business and society. 
Yet thus far, regulators' actions on the matter of chlorine have been tepid. For instance, in the new Ocluster rules' for 
pulp and paper mills, the EPA is proposing reduction rather than elimination - of dioxin discharges. Tliis, from an 
agency whose own re.«^earch indicates that no level of dioxin is safe. Durnil's spin? The EPA won't act boldly until 
thev are 100 percent sure. "What other endeavors in our lives require 100 percent certainty before we can make a 
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decision?" He says because envirtMimenlal science doesn't recognize uncertainty, our health suffers the consequences. 
And when Durnil looks beyond the health implications, he sees individual rights and liberties getting 
compromised. "There is no greater intrusion [to individual liberty] than an uninvited chemical that changes the 
development of your baby," says Durnil. Meet dioxin. It enters the foodchain silently and wreaks havoc on immune 
systems, reproductive functions, and intellectual abilities. But how do we address this problem if government and 
industry are not even past the problem-recognition stage? 
Durnil believes that change is a bottom-up path: educate the people, he says. Durnil draws on his experience as a 
long-time republican campaign manager to devise a chlorine-phaseout strategy: "...(C)hoose the issues that people 
are thinking about... one-fifth of young couples are having fertility problems ... personal experience opens up the 
discussion ... candidates knock on doors to get elected." Go to the people; talk to them directly, he says. 
Durnil believes that, once educated, people need something to DO. In the world of politics, it 's the vote; in the 
world of chlorine, it 's the buck. Manufacturers using chlorine and retailers selling chlorine-based products often 
claim they haven't a choice - that consumers demand the products, so they have to deliver. The assumption here is 
that consumers have perfect and complete information. In fact, they don't. Consumers have little or no kjiowledge of 
the dangerous effects of chlorine byproducts like dioxin or of the alternatives that exist. They also have very 
limited choices when they ido want to make a responsible purchase. 
Despite the odds, some communities are taking steps to get off the chlorine treadmill Missoula, in fact, is showing 
itself to be a leader in the chlorine elimination campaign. Since the Coalition started its Reach for Unbleached 
campaign last spring, several government departments have signed on: the mayor s office, the board of health, the 
water quality district of the city/county health department, disaster and emergency services, and the city clerk's 
office are now committed to using only unbleached and chlorine-free bleached paper products. Some departments at 
the University of Montana are also making the switch, and many local grocery stores and print and copy shops are 
offering unbleached products. 
So, it can happen - one step at a time. If you haven't started requesting unbleached for your paper products needs, try 
it. Slowly, but surely, industry will get the message that chlorine is no longer welcome in our environment or in our 
bodies. 
For lielp finding retailers and manufacturers that carry unbleached, give Elisa Lynch a call at the Missoula office, 
406/542-0539. 
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.h= BRIGHT 
SIDE of 
BLEACHED 
CURRENTS July/August 1996 
Let's speculate for a moment; You want to reach for unbleached paper 
products. You know that steering clear of chlorine-bleached brightness with its 
lethal dioxin byproduct is the right thing to do: for water, for air, for human 
health. But you're also producing a legal brief that's headed for the Supreme 
Court and - for the time being, anyway - the courts won't accept unbleached 
paper. What do you do? You go for totally chlorine-free bleached paper. Who 
makes it and what's behind the technology? Read on; 
If vou have to have "white," totally chlorinc-frcc (TCF) is the way to go. The proccss is far superior to 
chlorine-blcaching: It makes for safer working conditions; it generates recyclable wastewater; and—importantly—It 
produces no dioxin. 
Totally chlorine-free bleaching has caught on iii Europe, but is relatively new and relatively unused in the United 
States. The only kraft-type pulp mill in the country to adopt this safe, clean bleaching technology, in fact, is the 
Louisiana-Pacific (LP) mill in Samoa, California. And even their switch wasn't exactly voluntary. It came about 
after a lawsuit forced them to clean up their act. 
To LP's credit, however, the pulp mill went beyond the requirements of the suit s consent decree by implementing 
TCF rather than the now-popular - and EPA-backed "elemental chlorine-free" (ECF) bleaching method. ECF uses 
chlorine dioxide and it still produces dioxin. But ECF is what the EPA is calling for in the new "cluster rules" the 
agency is proposing for pulp and paper mills. (It 's odd that the EPA should pull up short on this issue, particularly 
when the text of the cluster rules say that "the potential for formation of [dioxin and furanj continues to exist at 
pulp and paper mills as long as any chlorine-containing compounds (including chlorine dioxide) are used in the 
blcaching process.") 
Despite the coming EPA directive, Tony Jaegel, Environmental Coordinator for the LP Samoa mill, says they will 
contijiue to use only TCF bleaching. The benefits they've already «ccn are worth it, and it looks like the EPA's final 
cluster rules will include incentives for miUs to go beyond ECF bleaching. 
What arc those benefits? For LP, one of the most important is that the mill is cconcnnically competitive, TCF 
conversion costs and all. According to Dave Haskctt, part of the pulp sales team at LP, the mill had a "good year 
Inst vear." Apparently, there has even been a small premium on TCF pulp (versus chlorine and ECF pulp) in some 
markets, especially Europe. 
LP's product is paper-grade pulp, bleached only with oxygen aiid hydrogen peroxide. Their pulp is just as strong and 
now nearly as white as pulp blcached with chlorine: It has a brightness rating of 85, only slightly less than the 
industry standard of 90 for chlorine-bleached pulp. The difference is hardly detectable. 
Another benefit for LP is being able to tout their Samoa mill as good for the environment. Aside from eliminating 
chlorine and dioxins, the TCF technology gives the company the ability to move to a "closed loop " bleach plant. 
This means that the mill can eliminate all bleach plant effluent, use substantially less water, and save energy by 
recycling bleach plant effluent to the recovery boiler. No kraft pulp mill in the world has gotten to 100 percent 
closed loop bleaching. A mill in Scandinavia is close, and the LP Samoa mill—now at 70 percent recycling of bleach 
plant water—is looking to reach 100 percent in about a year. 
Using TCF bleaching also means far fewer workplace hazard?, and less complicated risk management plans. Those 
who lived through the Alberton chlorine spill know: chlorine gas is very, very toxic. It follows, then, that the 
chlorine-bleaching process is very, very dangerous. So is the ECF, or chlorine dioxide, bleaching process. Chlorine 
dioxide is highly explosive and can break down to toxic chlorine gas if heated. LP's Haskctt says that employees 
have been especially happy with the increased workplace safety associated with TCF bleaching. "If you went-to 
the employees and asked, 'would you like to go back? [to chlorine bleaching)," a very large percentage—maybe 100 
percent—would say no, this is a better way." 
Right now, LP is selling most of their TCF pulp to overseas markets, where there is more demand for 
environmentally-friendly papers. Haskett blames the flagging US demand on a lack of consumer education on the 
issue, and a reluctance among paper mills to give TCF pulp a try "Many converters this vear have been very 
negative [about using TCF]. They feared that if using TCF pulp W'as a success, they would be forced to use it under the 
nPA s new regulations." 
So it seems that EPA s new rules for pulp and paper mills are unlikely to satisfy anybody. Industry doesn't want to 
be told what to do, and the health and conservation community doesn't want to be told it 's going to be ECF and not 
TCF But this regulatory mt^rass doesn't have to keep folks from doing good, hard work on stopping dioxin. As a 
paper buyer, you can get some things done with your dollars. Choose unbleached or totally chlorine-free papers 
when you make a paper product purchase. Make sure your workplace does the same. And share the news about the 
LP experience. If LP can do it, so can mills everywhere. 
For information about where you can find or order unbleached and TCF papers, get aliold of a copy of the Coalition s 
• Reach for Unbleached" brochure. Missoula residents can pick one up at most print and copy shops or at the 
Coalition officc. Folks living elsewhere can call the Coalition s Missoula office at 406/542-0539 and we ll send you 
one. Questions about the various bleaching processes? Speak with EUsa Lynch at the above number. 
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Chlorine Blues 
CURRENTS May/June 1996 
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That was the dav a train derailed near A]bertt>n and fnur cars leaked deadlv chlorinc gas Into the air, forcing 1,000 
residents of Alberton and surrounding communities to leave their homes. Missoula hospitals treated over one 
hundred of them for chlorine-related injuries. 
And as the folks from Alberton discovered first-hand, chlorine gas is a serious health threat to humans and to 
animals. It produces acid - hydrochloric acid when it comcs into contact with water. This can happen on the 
surface of your skin, inside your nose, on your eyes, and worst of all, in vour lungs. Inhaling chlorine gas can cause 
severe respiratory damage, even death. 
EPA medical toxicologisl Suzanne Wurthele says that - while chlorine gas exposure can be life-threatening to 
humans if acute symptoms d(in'l set in at first, they're not likelv to crop up later. Likewise for terrestrial and 
aquatic plants and animals: the extent of damage depends on exposure lime and concentration. 
But there was another complicating factor at the Alberton derailment site: a chcmical degreaser spilled alongside 
the chlorine. And according to U of M chemistry professor and Missoula City-Counly Health Board member Garon 
Smith, that combination produces chlorinated phenols which can be highly toxic and persistent in the environment. 
Smith s own site tests have turned up some good news, however. It appears that the chlorinated phenols have not 
traveled beyond the spill site, and cleanup plans now include their removal. 
A less clear-cut threat i^ dioxin formation. Dioxin is one of the most dangerous chen\icais known and there is the 
possibility it could have been generated after the spilled chlorine and degreaser combined. Smith says it 's 
unlikelv, but onlv further testing will tell. 
One way or another, however, dioxin usually pops up where chlorine is involved. Tlie chlorine in these tankers, in 
fact, was on its way to be used as pulp and paper bleach, Tliere's little doubt that this process produces dioxin. Just 
like there's little doubt that chlorine used to produce chlorinated chemicals and chlorinated plastics such as PVC 
also produce dioxin. 
If you caught our piece on dioxin in the last issue of Currents, you know that dioxiii contamination of our environment 
and of our own bodies is reaching crisis proportions. And you know that most of the uses of chlorine that create 
dioxin are simply not necessary. Why? There are cleaner substitutes. 
Take white paper, for example. Tlxere s no reason industry should contijiue to use chlorine to bleach paper. Not 
when the process poisons our water, pollutes our air, sullies our rivers, and damages our own health. Not when 
unbleached paper serves the same purpose as white. And certainly not when totally chlorine-free bleaching is a 
viable technology. 
Tlie full extent of the Alberton spill 's impacts on local wildlife, vegetation, and water quality will remain unknown 
until more study takes place. We can only hope that fears of dioxin generation and damage from chlorinated 
phenols are unfounded, and that the people and animals exposed to chlorine gas recover speedily. But if there's 
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anything we lenrn from this train derailment, let it be this; Chlorine poses an unacceptable threat to human health 
and the environment. Isn t it time we went chlorine-free? 
Por more information on unbleachcd paper products, whore to find them, who makes them, and why you should buy 
them, call the Missoula office, 406/542-0539, and speak with Karen Knudsen or Elisa Lynch. 
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There's no high ground in the matter of chlorine-bleaclied paper products. 
Don't be fooled. The process emits deadly chemical byproducts that collect in 
the tissues of living organisms and that get more and more concentrated as 
they move up the food chain. Rivers, lakes, soils, and air are awash in them, 
and so are we. 
lliesc clicmicals nre called dioxins and they're worth reading up on, Kspccially for inhabitants of the Clark Fork 
River basin, where Stone Contamer 5 pulp mill outside Missoula continues to discharge dioxins into our water and 
our air. The following is the first of many pieces on dioxins that will be appearing in Currents in the coming months. 
We ll look at what they are, how they hurt us, where they come from, and how w e can stop dioxin exposure before 
it s too late. 
Meet Dioxin 
Dioxin is a catch-all term for three acutely toxic chemical groups: true dioxins, furans, and chlorinated biphenyls 
(I'CISs). I  hc unwanted byproduct of many industrial processes—i.e., incineration, combustion, and 
chloriiie-bleaching--dioxin is much more hazardous than previously assumed. It 's a potent carcinogen and it can 
alter reproductiv e -sy.sfcms, impair immune responses, disrupt organ system structure, and tluvarl intellectual 
abilities. It s dangerous and it s everyivherc throughout the world in the air we breathe, the water we drink, the 
soil we live on, the food we eat. 
A Dangerous Chemical 
Dioxin is so dangerous because extremely minute iiuantities product extremely serious health problems. Studies with 
experimental animals have turned up adverse health cffects using dioxin levels that were hundreds and even 
thousands of times lower than most other synthetic chemicals of environmental concern. 
Most scientists involved in the EI'A 5 recent draft reassessment' of the health effects of dioxin agree that cancer 
and numerous non-cancer adverse health effects ixrcur in men, women, and children with exposure to dioxin. Tlie 
non-cancer effccts include: birth defects, neonatal ikatli, immune suppre.ssion, permanent hormonal changes, reduced 
testosterone and sperm counts, decreased testes size, diabetes, endometriosis, infertility, and an impaired ability to 
learn, Tlie EPA s estimate on the human cancer rale from dioxin is a fairly alarming 1 in 1,000 to 1 in 10,000 with an 
even greater frequency for non-cancer adverse effects. 
Whv docs dioxin do so much damage once it gets into the human body? Because it attaches to cell tissue receptors 
that are designed for regulatory hormones and enzymes. And tluisly attached, normal cell hinction - including that 
of DN.A can run amok. It comes as no surprise, then, that researchers have recently lound an association between 
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dioxin nnd the proliferation of the AIDS virus. Evidence shows that dioxin, when linked to regulatory proteins, 
may actually activate HIV's genes. 
We're All Exposed 
Dioxin accumulation among industrial peoples is reaching crisis proportions. Scientists have detected dioxin in the 
fat, breast milk, blood, breath, and semen of the general population in the US. The EPA reports that Americans' 
exposure to dioxin now falls within the range for potentially disrupting our metabolism, development, and 
reproduction. At risk for greater dioxin exposure are: nursing infants, whose exposure is 20 to 60 times higher than 
that of adults; subsistence fishers, who fish regularly from a water source with elevated dioxin levels; and certain 
workers in the chemical industry. 
Dioxin contamination has been part of our world only since the 1920s - it entered our environment with industrial 
expansion and the post-World War II explosion of the chlorine and petrochemical industries. It has stayed and 
multiplied. After all, it 's highly persistent and bioaccumulative and - as a result - ends up in soil, water, and on 
plant surfaces. Prom there, dioxin travels up the food chain, becoming concentrated in the fats of fish, meat, and 
dairy products. Researchers estimate that over 90 percent of our dioxin exposure comes from eating animal foods. 
Time for a Change 
All this about dioxin is frightening stuff. It. seems clear that we ve seriously soiled our nests, eroded our own future 
viability, and jeopardized the health of living systems everywhere. But wait things can be done. Virtually all 
dioxin releases are preventable. But first, we need to make a decision as a society that dioxin emissions are 
unacceptable and that there are products and production processes that we can do without; that we must do withou 
It 's not too late to undertake these changcs; to end dioxin's insidious build-up in our food, our bodies, our 
environment. 
For more on the topic, catch the next issue of Currents or call Karen Knudsen or Elisa Lynch—fresh back from a 
conference on dioxin—in the Missoula office, 406/542-0539. 
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CURRENTS March/April 1996 
While the debate over Stone Container's air quality permit rages on in 
Missoula, the four-year discussion about renewing the pulp mill's wastewater 
discharge permit appears to be wrapped up. That permit could have been 
better; but it also could have been worse. 
On Mnrch 27, the Montana Department of Health and Environmental Sciences Water Quality Division (VVQD) 
spelled out the new permit requirements for Stone's discharges into the Clark Fork River. 
I-rom the outset of this permit renewal process, the Coalition asked the WQD to address four crucial issues: 1) 
sampling for dioxin; 2) reducing the size of Stone's mixing zone; 3) limiting nutrient loading to the river; and 4) 
exploring strategies to prevent pollution. Here's a snapshot of what we got, what we didn't get, and what \S'» still 
need to do to protect the river. 
Dioxin Sampling 
Dioxin and organochlorine compout^ds are sonic of [\\c most toxic and persistent poisons known. Tliev are unwanted 
byproducts of many industrial operations, including incineration, lire burning, metals smelting, and 
chlorine-bleachcd paper manufacturing. In the pulp and paper industry, dioxin is formed when chlorine combines 
with organic compounds in the wood pulp. 
Tlie Coalition has long maintained that Stone s chlorine-bleaching sequence dumps dioxins into the Clark Fork 
River and into the tissues uf bugs, fish, and wildlife. Stone, on the other hand, has always argued otherwise: that 
dioxin is not a problem at their facility because sampling at their wastewater ponds has never detected its presence. 
Which begs the question: What does this say about the adequacy of Stone's sampling techniques? 
To find out, the Coalition suggested that the new discharge permit require Stone to sample for dioxin at the actual 
source: the mill 's bleach plant. The WQD agreed and will require quarterly sampling of the bleach plant effluent. 
If and when dioxin is found, the WQD wmH calculate the daily or annual load to the river and begin to assess its 
impacts. 
This dioxin-sampling ret|uirement is certainly a victory for the river and its inhabitants, but it 's still a far cry from 
assuring protection against the.se deadly compounds. What's missing? 1) Permit limits for dioxin. Seeing if dioxin is 
present is a good first step, but sotting limits on their discharge is absolutely essential. 2) Frequent bleach-plant 
effluent sampling. The new permit requires quarterly sampling, yet Stone s bleach plant runs 25 to 30 davs a month. 
Sampling should be more congruent with actual production cycles. 3) Adequate fish sampling. Under the new permit, 
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Stone will have to sample only one fish for dioxin. That's over the course of liie entire 3-year permit cvcle. This 
level of sampling is inadequate. It will not determine whether dioxin is accumulating in fish, and it does nothing to 
quantify its effects on other biota, including the insects, fish, wildlife, and raptors that live near the mill 's 
discharge. At the very least. Stone should sample a variety of fish quarterly 
Mixing Zones 
Montana's Board of Health defines a mixing zone as an "allocated impact area " where water quality standards 
may be exceeded so that wastewater can mix with streamwater. In other words, it 's a sacrifice section of river and 
it 's based on the outdated premise that "the solution to pollution is dilution." 
At Stone, the solution to their pollution is a nine-mile long mixing zone. The Coalition has argued that this mixing 
zone is siinply too large. According to Stone s own dilution studies, "complete mixing" occurs at about mile six 
downstream from Uie plant. That should be the point, then, where Stone should have to comply with water quality 
standards. So why sacrifice another three miles? Apparently it has to do with making sampling convenient for 
Stone—the VVQD decided that river access was more feasible nine miles from the plant. 
During the permil renewal process, the Coalition asked the VVQD to take a closer look at this issue. As a result, the 
new permil requires Stone to conduct another mixing zone study and to present their findings during the current 
permit cycle. But will the VVQD actually incorporate Stone s findings into the discharge permit? There's no 
guarantee. In fact, the department continues to emphasize that the 'feasibility of getting access to the river" will 
remain an important consideration in establishing sampling locations. 
Nutrient Limits 
Nutrient pc>Hution from natural runoff, agricultural and animal waste, treated sewage, and industrial discharge is a 
well-recognized problem in the Clark Fork River. It accelerates algae growth, depletes dissolved oxygen supplies, 
destroys instream habitat, and impairs beneficial uses in over 200 miles of the river. 
Stone is one of four major contributors of nutrient pollution in the Clark Fork River basin. So the Coalition asked the 
WQD to set new, nmre stringent limits on StoneOs nutrient loading to the river, lliis request went unheeded. Instead, 
the new discharge permit merely requires that Stone maintain the limits adopted in its 1986 permit. Unfortunately, 
this "holdmg the line' approach to grappling with nutrients in the Clark Fork is not going to reduce or eliminate 
the algae problems that already plague the river. Stone is going to have to buck up some day, however, 
because—through the total maximum daily load program—the VVQD will be requiring reduced loading from the 
basin s major point source polluters. 
Pollution Prevention 
Tlie Coalition s final request in the permit renewal process was for Stone to investigate new pollution prevention 
technologies now available to the pulp and paper industry. Specifically, we asked that Stone be required to explore 
alternatives to chlorine bleaching and options for wastewater recycling at the mill. Both would dramaticallv 
rcduce Stone's negative impacts to the health of the Clark Fork River. And if pulp mills across the countrv and 
throughout the world are able to implement these advanced technologies, so can Stone. 
Unfortunately, "the present permit limitations and conditions are stringent enough to encourage Stone to cont inual ly  
look for every way possible to prevent pollution." It 's hard to be that optimistic when Stone's new permit contains 
no limits on dioxin; when it lets convenience, not science, dictate mixing zone size; and when it applies a decade-old 
pollution standard to the continuing problem of nutrient loading to the Clark Fork River. 
But if the VVQD doesn't want to lake responsibility for encouraging Stone to do right by the river, citizens can. The 
Coalition will continue to encourage Stone to seek out new, cleaner technologies that won t poison our waters and the 
creatures and people who depend on them. 
For more information about Stone's new discharge permit or their operations, call FHsa Lynch or Geoff Smith in the 
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Missouln office. 542-0539. 
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Acid-Free 
A [Mpci-m.inufacturing process in which the pH i? acidic, or less than 7.0, This nciditv can detract from 
the papers loi^gevity 
Alkaline Paper 
A paper-ina[uifacturing process in which the pH is alkaline, or prcaler than 7.0. This adds to the paper's 
longevity 
Bleached Kraft 
A chemical pulp prtKcss using sodium sulfate. Hiis prtuhices a strong pulp and is the most common pulpin^, 
niethod. 
Biomagnify 
A process where persistent chemicals that resist breakdow n in the tissue of animals become cxp(.>nentiaUy 
n\orc co[icentratcd as thev move from animal to animal up tlie foodchain. The concentration of a persistent 
chemical that concentratcs in fats can be as much a*^ 23 million times greater in the top prcdat(^r in a food 
chain, such as a herring gull, than in the water it eats fish from. 
Black Liquor 
During the pulping process, wood is digested " with chemicals t(> break the cellulo>^e (plant fiber) awav 
from its associated lignin (kind of like the "glue" that holds the fibers together). Tlic used chemicals from 
this process are called "black liqui»r." Tiiis liquor contains sodium sulfate and sodium sulfide thai can be 
used again, but first it ha^ to be recovered, through combustion in a "black liquor recovery boiler." 
Brightness 
The abilitv of a paper to reflect light. .A paper that has a brightness c^f .S2 reflects 82"o of the light, as 
measured under establisiied test coiKlilii>r- I ligher brightness numbers increases contrast on printed papers, 
making them easier to read. 
Chemical Pulp 
Sec Kraft pulp. 
Clay 
A natural fine-grained material added li> paper as a filler ai^d coaling pigment. It is used lo fill voids 
between fibers, making a smoother surface, and to enhance printing and optical characteristics of paper. 
Cluster Rules 
A set of rules drafted bv the U.S. l-nvironmental I'rotcctit^n Agency and recently signed into law, which 
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nttoinpt to address dioxin pollution in water, air and solid waste from pulp and paper mills. It requires ail 
mills to eliminate their use of chlorine gas in the bleaching process. The use of elemental chlorine-free 
bleaching (chlorine dioxide) is still allowed. For more information, see our 1997 Nov/Dec newsletter 
article. 
Deink 
To remove inks, coating, dvcs and other colors from recycled paper. 
Dioxin 
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Dioxin is a catch-all term for three aculcly toxic chemical groups: true dioxins, furans and clilorinaled 
biphenyls (PCBs). A dioxin molecule consists of two benzene rings linked together with two oxygens, with 
chlorines attached to the benzene rings. (There are also dioxins with bromines instead of chlorines, but 
these are more rare.) Tlie most toxic form of dioxin has four chlorines, and is depicted above. It is called 
2,3,7,S-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin, or TCDD for short. The toxicity of other dioxins, furans and PCBs are 
all considered in comparison to TCDD, which causes health effects at every level over tested, making it 
one of the most toxic human-made chemicals known. 
Elemental Chlorine-Free 
Paper that has been bleached with chlorine chemicals otl^er than elemental chlorine (the gas form). 
Dioxins are still formed in this process, though at a lower rate than with elemental chlorine. Chlorine 
dioxide is the most common bleaching agent in an elemental chlorine-free bleaching sequence. An oxygen 
delignification step may also be included, which reduces the amount of chlorinated chemicals needed. 
Endometriosis 
A disease where tissue that normally lines the uterus grows in the abdomen, ovaries, bladder or bowel. 
These growths cause manv problems, including pain, bleeding and infertility. 
Furan 
CI 
A chemical with structure and toxicolugical cffccts very similar to dioxin. A luran consists of two benzene 
rings linked together with an oxygen molecule, and chlorines attached to the benrene rings. There are 135 
different furans, 10 of which are known to have dioxin-like toxicity 
Groundwood Pulp (mechanical pulp) 
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Pulp produced by mechanical abrasion of wood to separate the fibers. Xliis is a liigh yield pulping process 
which has the benefits of enhanced sheet formation, smoothness and opncitv, although it lowers strength 
and contains lignin. Lignin causes the paper to "yellow" faster when exposed to light or air. An example of 
paper made with groundwood fiber is newsprint. If paper contains both groundwood pulp and chenuca! 
pulp it can be a problem for some paper recycling operations; (you will want to check with your local 
recycler on this issue before buying such papers). 
Immune Response 
Tl\e immune system is a network of cells in our bodies that detects and eliminates potential "invaders." 
Tlicse invaders can be bacteria, viruses, parasites and even cancer cells. Suppression of the immune system 
can make one more susceptible to diseases and cancer. 
Kenaf 
A fibrous plant used as an alternative to wood for paper-making. Because kenaf contains less lignin than 
wood, less chemicals and energy are required to turn it into pulp. !t also required less bleaching, so, it 's 
easier to bleach without chlorine. Kenaf has long fibers which arc a positive addition to the recycling 
stream. 
Kraft Pulp (chemical pulp) 
Pulp produced by cooking wood chips or sawdust with chemicals under high pressure and temperature to 
separate the lignin from the cellulose fibers. Kraft pulp enhances sheet strength. Because the lignin is 
removed, kraft pulp does not yellow over time. 
Mechanical Pulp 
SeeCroimdwood Pulp. 
Offset Paper 
Paper manufactured specifically for printing on offset printers. Offset paper is characterized by 
cleanliness, strength, pick-resistance and relative lack of curl. 
Opacity 
Refers to the light-scattering properties of a sheet that prevents print areas from showing through to the 
other side of the paper. 
Optical Brighteners 
Dyes added to absorb ultraviolet light and convert it to visible light in the blue to violet portion of the 
spectrum. Added to paper to give them a high brightness blue-white appearance. 
PCBs 
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"PCB" is short for polychlorinatcd biphenyls. Tlicse are chemicals with structure and loxicologicn! effects 
very similar to dioxin. They consist of two benzene rings linked together, with chlorines attached to tlie 
benzene rings. There are 209 different furans, 11 of which are known to.have dioxin-like toxicity. 
PH 
Tlie degree of acidity or alkalinity, as measured on a scale from 0 to 14, with 7 being the neutral point, 
anything below 7 being acidic, and anything above 7 being alkaline. Acid paper will become brittle over 
time. ANSI specifies "permanent" paper as having alkalinity as one of its properties. 
Poslconsumer Recycled Fiber 
Paper, paperboard, and (^Iher fibrous wastes that have served their intended purpose and have been 
separated from solid was{e to be recycled into new paper products. Basically, this is the newspaper, 
cardboard, magazines, office and other paper waste that you and I take to the recycling center. 
Processed Chlorine-Free (PCF) 
Paper made without the use of any chlorinated chemicals in the bleaching process. Processed chlorine-free 
paper contains recycled fiber, which may have been originally bleached with chlorine. Hydrogen 
peroxide and o.xygen are the most common bleaching agents used in the processed chlorine-free bleaching 
sequence. Secondarily chlorine-free is a synonym to processed chlorine-free. 
Ream 
A quantity of paper, usually 500 sheets, but it may also be 480 or 516 sheets. 
Recycled 
Fiber that has been recovered for re-use to make new paper products. Usually this term refers only to the 
pre-consumer recycled fiber, which means fiber from wood chips, and pulp or paper mill wastes like mil 
broke. 
Sludge 
The solid waste settled out of pulp and paper mills' wastewater, which contains plant fibers left over from 
the paper-making process, bacteria, and associated pollutants. Most pulp mill sludge is landfilled or 
applied to land, but some is burned or marketed as a "useful"' product. 
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Paper made from virgin fiber that is blcached without the use of any chlorinated ciu-micals. Hydrogen 
peroxide and oxygen are the most common bleaching agents used in the totally chlorine-free bleaching 
sequence. 
Unbleached 
Can denote either paper made from 100"u recycled fiber that is not re-bleached or paper products (such as 
brown paper bag?) that are usually made from virgin fiber that is not bleached. 
Newsletter: slay informed on paper and dioxin issues with Ciirnvf/s 
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Mining Links 
Chlorine and Paper l inks 
More Links 
Mining Links 
American Rivers 
They help keep the Blackfoot River on the national rnd.Tr screen with their "Most 
Endangered Rivers " program. Check out their other efforts to protect rivers nationwide. 
The Bull Trout Foundation 
Salvelinus confluentus has a big friend in these people. The Bull Trout Foundation is 
dedicated to protecting the reinaining isolated populations of bull trout scattered 
throughout the Northwest, and they re particularly honed in on stopping Canyon s gold 
mine. 
Mineral Policy Center 
Ardent fighters of heap-leach mining and champions of 1872 Mining Law reform. 
Ecocenter Productions 
1 liev've produced an excellent documentary called Mining Seven Up I'cte about the 
proposed mine on the Blackfoot. 
LcoNet's Mine Page 
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An abundance of info on mines—lhe folks battling eni and the folks building em. 
Goldshcet 
Produced by a mining investor; a wealth of information on the industry 
Worldwide Film Uxpedition 
An independent film company in Missoula that makes videos about environmental issues. 
including one about the Blackfoot River. 
Chlorine and Paper Links 
m.. Reach for Unbleached! Canada 
A Canadian group working to stop chlorine use at pulp mills and promote consumer use of 
unbleached papers. Get their MUhnttch newsletter on-line. 
World Wildlife Fund Canada 
A wealth of information about hormt>ne'disruplors. 
Our Stolen Future 
Check out the author's the web page about this important book. 
Environmental Research Foundation 
Read up on dioxins, health, and a myriad of other environmental and toxics-related 
issues in "Rachel's environment & Health Weekly " 
^3, CCHW: Center for Health. Environment SC Tustice 
Fii^d a lengthlv bibliography of dioxin resources under their Slop Dioxin Exposure 
Campaign. 
m. Washington Toxics Coalition 
AnoUier group working to reduce toxics and end chlorine use by the pulp and paper 
industry 
ToxicAlerf website 
Health alert information, including a section on dioxins. 
Chlorine-free Paper Consortium 
An effort to influence the bleaching choices of pulp and paper miUs by educating and 
organizii:ig consumers. 
m.. Treecycle Recycled Paper 
A paper seller specializing in recycled, alternative fiber, unbleached and chlorine-free 
bleached paper products. If vou're near Missoula or Rozeman, they'll personally deliver 
paper to your door! 
PCWlOOlnc-
A paper and printing company specializing in KXV'o post-consumer and alternative fiber 
paper. They recently added Rolland s New Life Dual Purpose processed chlorine-free 
paper to their slocks, at a great price. 
More Links 
Trout Unlimited 
An organization of conservation-minded anglers who promote quaiitv trout and salmon 
fisheries both for their intrinsic value and as reminders of watershed health. 
Montana Territories 
Check out what 5 going on in Montana. 
Tlie Blackfoot mine I ASARCO's Rock Creek n\iiK' t ChK>rine-free paper 
Our campaigns ! Who are we? 1 Events t Links I Videos/photos/t-shirts I Help out 
Coalition Home Page 
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